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Abstract 

The aim of this research was to explore the linguistic articulation of identity, ideology and 

group membership on pro-eating disorder websites. The study was performed using Critical 

Discourse Analysis, and entailed an analysis of four blog posts and their corresponding 

comment sections, which were selected through purposeful sampling. The study found that 

eating disorders are constructed by members as solutions, games, choices and lifestyles; while 

outsiders construct them as harmful and unhealthy. Eating disordered individuals constructed 

themselves as beautiful, female, skinny, in control and strong; and authors of blog posts 

construct themselves as myth debunkers, figures of authority, sources of advice and inspiration, 

and gatekeepers to the community. Outsiders to the community construct members as 

desperate, self-degrading, weak, selfish and helpless when faced with their eating disorders. 

Health care professionals are constructed as enemies, and their practices are treated with 

scepticism and disbelief. Other outsiders to the community are constructed as fat, unattractive, 

dirty, persistent and unwanted. Finally, food is constructed as the enemy, and further as a 

weakness.  
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1 Introduction 

According to ANRED (Anorexia Nervosa & Related Eating Disorders), about 1% of female 

adolescents have anorexia nervosa, while 4% of college-aged women suffer from bulimia. The 

pro-eating disorder movement is an online movement which involves the promotion and 

maintenance of disordered eating behaviours as lifestyle choices rather than mental illnesses 

(Knapton, 2013:461). Sites are set up by girls of an average age of 17, (Lyons et al. 2006:254), 

and although exact usage statistics cannot be determined, pro-eating disorder site usage is 

prevalent amongst patients with eating disorders (Wilson et al. 2006:e1640).  

 Problem Statement 

In this study, I will be using the term “pro-eating disorder” to refer to both pro-anorexia and 

pro-bulimia, which are the corresponding anorexic and bulimic factions of the pro-eating 

disorder movement. In an online community such as a pro-eating disorder website or blog, 

language is the primary form of communication. Members tend to not know each other outside 

of cyberspace, have no knowledge of each other’s backgrounds aside from what is posted 

online, and communicate solely via image and text. For this reason, pro-eating disorder 

websites serve as an ideal place for the study of the discursive strategies that are used to 

(re)produce group ideology. The popularity and usage of sites shows that these websites are 

clearly appealing to individuals with disorders. However, what is not so clear is just how 

members of these sites use language to construct, navigate and articulate ideology and identity, 

and precisely what constitutes group membership on these sites. This study aims to examine 

these aspects from a Critical Discourse Analytical (CDA) perspective.  

 Research Questions 

The research questions proposed for this study are as follows: 

1. How are group ideology and group membership (re)constructed in pro-eating disorder 

communities? 

1.1 What is the nature of the ideology that is found in such groups? 

1.2 How is this ideology expressed linguistically? 

1.3 What constitutes group membership in pro-eating disorder communities, and what 

attitudes are expressed towards outsiders?  
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 Theoretical Points of Departure 

In this study, Fairclough’s (1992:64-65) framework for analysing discourse will be the primary 

method of analysis as it takes an overt political agenda, aims to provide accounts of production 

and consumption, and presents a critique of certain aspects of society.  

Fairclough’s (1992:64) constructive effects of discourse include the interpersonal function (the 

relational and identity functions) and the ideational function of language. The interpersonal 

function refers to how social relationships and identities are used and created in discourse, and 

additionally how these can be reproduced, contested and restructured in discourse. The 

interpersonal function consists of two component functions, namely the relational and identity 

functions. The relational function refers to how relationships between discourse participants 

are navigated and negotiated, while the identity function refers to how social identities are 

presented in discourse (Fairclough, 1992:137). Finally, the ideational function of language 

(Fairclough, 1992:169) refers to the role discourse plays in constituting, reproducing and 

contesting systems of knowledge and belief.  

 Conclusion 

This section aimed to provide an introduction to this research project. It began by giving a brief 

introduction to the topic of eating disorders, then proposing the problem statement for this 

study. The section then discussed the research questions proposed, and finally outlined the 

theoretical points of departure for this study.  

 Terminology Clarification  

1.5.1 Discourse 

Discourse refers to forms of communication, whether spoken or written, between individuals. 

This further includes the processes of producing and interpreting texts, placing emphasis on 

the situational context of these texts, and what implications this context has for production and 

consumption.  

1.5.2 Critical Discourse Analysis  

Critical Discourse Analysis is a field of linguistics which takes a critical approach to analysing 

social issues, specifically focussing on power abuse and inequality.  

1.5.3 Ideology 

Ideology refers to systems of belief held by individuals, groups or communities, usually centred 

on politics and philosophy.  
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1.5.4 In-group 

An in-group is an exclusive gathering of individuals who share interests and ideologies, and 

who form a community based on these.  

1.5.5 Eating Disorders 

Eating disorders cause an interruption in normal eating behaviours which results in a shift in 

the consumption of food, impairing physical and psychosocial functioning (DSM-5, 2013:329). 

In pro-eating disorder communities, eating disorders are referred to as “EDs” and pro-eating 

disorder is referred to as “pro-ED”.  

1.5.6 Anorexia Nervosa 

Anorexia Nervosa is a feeding/eating disorder which is characterised by the restriction of 

caloric intake, fear of weight gain despite low body weight, and a disrupted perception of one’s 

body (DSM 5, 2013:338-339). The anorexia nervosa faction of the pro-eating disorder 

movement is “pro-ana”.    

1.5.7 Bulimia Nervosa 

Bulimia Nervosa is an eating disorder which is characterised by binge and purge behaviour. 

This entails over consumption of nutrients and resultant compensatory behaviours, such as 

vomiting and the abuse of laxatives and diuretics (DSM-5, 2013:245). On pro-eating disorder 

websites, pro-bulimia is referred to as “pro-mia”.  
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2 Literature Review 

 Introduction 

This section will provide an overview of what has been covered thus far in the field of pro-

eating disorder website research. It will begin with a brief discussion of eating disorders as 

disease categories, firstly looking at the history and then moving on to discuss the current status 

of eating disorders. Secondly, it will investigate the “thin ideal” in Western society, and how 

this affects the prevalence of eating disorders. Third, this section will discuss pro-eating 

disorder websites and what they entail, then moving on to the fourth point of this section, which 

involves a look at the rise of pro-eating disorder websites on the internet. Fifth, the current 

situation of these sites will be discussed, followed by an exploration of the perceptions of health 

professionals and the media of these sites. Finally, the viewership and usage of pro-eating 

disorder websites will be discussed.  

 Eating Disorders as Disease Categories  

According to Bynum (1982, cited in Brumberg 1985:94) self-starvation has been recorded as 

far back as the High Middle Ages (the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries), where groups of 

females lived lives of excessive fasting. The surviving writings of these women show pervasive 

attitudes towards food, eating and drinking, displaying lives structured around fasting and over 

exercising. The writings of these women show that the refusal to eat sometimes went beyond 

religious views on fasting, and rather became a personal preference (Brumberg, 1985:96). 

Regardless of its history, Brumberg (1985:95) states that anorexia nervosa only emerged in the 

19th century as a disease category. Binging and purging (the defining characteristic of bulimia 

nervosa) has also been seen throughout history. In the time of Hippocrates (460-370 BC), 

purging (along with other means such as bloodletting) was used as a method of treatment for 

disease (Greenstone, 2010:12-14). However, up until the 20th century, binge eating and purging 

was only seen as notable of medical attention if the overeating aspect was viewed as a symptom 

of another disease (Blinder & Chao, 1994). It was only in 1979 that Russell (429-48) published 

a paper naming and describing bulimia nervosa, calling it “an ominous variant of anorexia 

nervosa”.  

Today, anorexia and bulimia nervosa are regarded as serious problems. According to 

Merikangas et al. (2010:984), 2.7% of teens between the ages of 13 and 18 have experience 

with eating disorders. Additionally, 50% of teenage girls and 30% of teenage boys make use 

of unhealthy methods of weight control, such as vomiting and fasting (Neumark Sztainer, D. 

2005:5). According to Anorexia Nervosa & Related Eating Disorders (ANRED), about 50% of 
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individuals with anorexia nervosa develop bulimia or bulimic patterns. 90% of people with 

bulimia and anorexia are females, and while these diseases mostly affect teenagers and people 

in their twenties, cases of children as young as 6 and people as old as 76 have been reported. 

Although mortality rates for eating disorders are difficult to document reliably, they are seen 

to be higher in individuals with eating disorders, and the highest rates are present in anorexia 

nervosa while bulimia nervosa and EDNOS (eating disorders not otherwise specified) have 

similar mortality rates (Arcelus et al., 2011:726-727). Furthermore, anorexia nervosa has a 

higher mortality rate than any other psychiatric illness (Sullivan, 1995:1073).  

 The “thin ideal” and eating disorders  

A 1980 study indicated a definite and quite significant trend towards a thinner ideal, and a 

“consequent pressure to diet” (Garner et al., 1980:484). It is evident that the Western media’s 

portrayal of an increasingly thin ideal is associated with the rise in eating disorders over the 

past few decades (Hawkins et al., 2004:44), which is unsurprising since images of women in 

mass media are on average 15% lower in weight than the average women (Jett et al., 2010:410). 

Furthermore, it is clear that pro-eating disorder ideals have their roots in widely accepted 

Western ideals of female beauty (Knapton, 2013:474).  

 The rise of pro-eating disorder websites on the internet 

Although existing from the late 1990s, the media only became aware of pro-ana and pro-mia 

sites in the early 2000s, with Oprah screening a special on the topic in 2001. Pro-ana and pro-

mia are the two factions of the pro-eating disorder (pro-ED) movement, which is a movement 

that presents anorexia and bulimia nervosa as lifestyles rather than eating disorders. Following 

this, service providers, starting with Yahoo under the pressure of the National Association of 

Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders (ANAD), began shutting down these websites. 

Furthermore, the increasing concern surrounding pro-ED caused systems like Tumblr, 

Instagram and Pinterest to change their terms of service, banning the posting of content relating 

to self-harm and pro-eating disorders (The Telegraph, 2012). The pro-ana community did not, 

however, diminish in size, but rather found other ways of keeping these sites up on the internet, 

including setting them up on other ISPs, disguising them by avoiding certain keywords such as 

anorexia and ana, using passwords for access, and including disclaimers stating that the site 

doesn’t actually encourage or celebrate eating disorders. 

In reaction to the pro-ana movement, numerous sites have started up aiming to raise awareness 

about pro-eating disorder websites and warn both teenagers and parents about the dangers 
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associated with them. Since then, supporters and those in opposition to these sites have been in 

conflict, with supporters claiming that taking them down is a violation of their right to free 

speech and that it is an individual’s right to choose what to do with their own body, while those 

in opposition to these sites focus on the dangers of and the harmful content displayed on these 

sites (Pollack, 2003:247). In 2015, France and a few other countries went as far as to ban 

anorexic models and pro-anorexic websites, threatening prison sentences and fines for those 

who do not comply (Huffington Post, 2015).  

 Pro-eating disorder websites and their layout 

Pro-anorexia is “an internet-based eating disorder movement that views anorexia nervosa (and 

other eating disorders) as a lifestyle choice rather than a mental illness” (Knapton, 2013:461). 

These sites promote and encourage eating disorders, and are established by girls of an average 

age of 17 (Lyons et al, 2006:254).  The typical layout of pro-ED websites and blogs will be 

discussed below. 

2.5.1 Content on pro-eating disorder websites 

Since the mass shutdown of various pro-ED sites in the early 2000s, most sites now display 

disclaimers on arrival to their pages. These disclaimers usually consist of a brief description of 

the site and its aims, which often rejects the notion of being pro-eating disorder, and often claim 

to be recovery sites, regardless of the content of the site. 

Pro-eating disorder websites often have forums on which members can discuss topics 

surrounding their disorders or “lifestyles”. These forums more often than not require a 

password for access and posting. Some websites house live chat rooms, which are usually also 

accessible via password.  

Many pro-eating disorder websites and blogs have galleries. These tend to consist primarily of 

“thinspiration”, which refers to images or text of thin women, which aim to inspire the reader 

or viewer to lose weight. Galleries on these sites can include textual thinspiration or quotations 

such as the infamous, “nothing tastes as good as skinny feels”, said by Kate Moss, images of 

emaciated women, which are usually celebrities such as Keira Knightley or Yolandi Visser, 

exercise plans, posting of personal “progress” and sometimes even images self-harm.  

A “tips and tricks” page features on almost all pro-eating disorder blogs and forums. These 

include advice on how to lose weight, repress hunger and even hide a disorder from loved ones. 

An example of this is “Press on your stomach when it grumbles. TUMS also stops stomach 

growling and have calcium (5 calories a piece so be careful!)” (Thin Intentions Forever). Some 
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websites also include items such as goal pages where exercise and weight loss goals are 

discussed, and calculators such as a BMI calculator and calories required calculator, which 

helps members to figure out how much (or little) they need to eat in order to reach a goal 

weight.   

2.5.2 Blogs 

Pro-ED blogs are very common, and many girls use them as weight loss journals. On many 

forum sites, users are able to create blogposts under their usernames, simply submitting posts. 

Blogs, such as The Pro-Ana Lifestyle Forever and Thin Intentions have similar content, and 

often include what are called Ana’s Creed, Ana’s Prayer and the Thin Commandments.   

Ana’s creed is displayed on many pro-eating disorder blogs, and is centred on the idea of 

control, the individual as insignificant, and what Ana followers believe in. Examples of lines 

from Ana’s creed, as seen on Pro-Ana Thinspo Ballerina are  

“I believe in control, the only force mighty enough to bring order into the chaos that is 

my world. I believe that I am the most vile, worthless and useless person ever to have 

existed on this planet… I believe in a wholly black and white world, the losing of weight, 

recrimination for sins, the elongation of the body and a life ever fasting”  

Ana’s Prayer or Ana’s Psalm include lines such as “Strict is my diet. I must not want. It maketh 

me to lie down at night hungry.” And “Surely calorie and weight charts will follow me, all days 

of my life. And I will dwell in the fear of the scales forever”.  

The Thin Commandments are a play on the idea of the Ten Commandments, and are the divine 

rules of the Ana religion. These include rules such as “Thou shall not eat without feeling guilty” 

and “Being thin and not eating are signs of true willpower and success”. 

 The current state of pro-eating disorder websites 

Four types of eating disorder websites can be distinguished (Csipke &  Horne, 2007:197). The 

first of these are sites run by health professionals and associations, which typically attempt to 

raise awareness and reach out to those who may need help, whether it be for themselves or a 

family member. The second of these is recovery sites run by those with eating disorders (such 

as webiteback.com), where the focus is on positivity and the support of those who wish to 

recover. Finally, “moderate” pro-eating disorder sites and “uncompromisingly” pro-eating 

disorder sites exist. Moderate pro-ED sites tend to deny their pro-ED ideology, presenting 
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themselves as more of a support group or gathering of individuals with eating disorders; while 

uncompromisingly pro-ED sites actively promote  and encourage ideology. 

Although the exact number of pro-ana sites in existence is not known, Chelsey et al (cited in 

Custers & Van den Bulck, 2009:214) found over 500 sites. Wilson et al. (2006:e1641-42) found 

that out of 76 eating disordered patients, 60.5% visited pro-eating disorder sites. Of these, 25% 

visited both pro-eating disorder and pro-recovery sites.  

 Perceptions of pro-eating disorder websites 

A study by Custers & Van den Bulck (2009:216) surveying 711 school children found that 

32% of the sample saw pro-eating disorder websites in a positive light. Additionally, viewing 

these sites was found to be associated with a higher desire for thinness and perfectionism.  

Knapton (2013:463) comments that the medical profession and eating disorder charities have 

always viewed pro-eating disorder websites negatively, warning the media against exposing 

them to the public for fear of attracting new members. While Keller et al. (cited in Brotsky & 

Giles, 2007:94) acknowledge that this concern is understandable, they argue that clinicians 

should ensure that they take the pro-ana community seriously as the sites can assist with the 

construction of health professional-run recovery sites. Tierney (2006:188) concurs that health 

professionals shouldn’t discount these sites when conducting research on eating disorders, and 

should also take them into account when dealing with patients as they can be used to inform 

practice.  

The negativity expressed towards pro-eating disorder websites has resulted in increased 

defensiveness in communities, and group identity has, as a result, become a concern. 

Furthermore, a large degree of hostility and stigma appears to be attached to terms such “pro-

ana”. Those who use such terms and ascribe to the ideology of “pro-eating disorder” are often 

driven out of specific sites and off of forums (Brotsky & Giles, 2007:95). 

 Viewership and usage of pro-eating disorder websites  

Exposure to pro-eating disorder websites has an effect on the eating and eating restriction habits 

of readers (Jett et al., 2010:412) and exposure to pro-ED sites is associated with increased body 

dissatisfaction and dieting (Rodgers et al., 2015:5). In their study, Jett et al found that following 

exposure to pro-ED websites, there was a significant decrease in the caloric intake of 

participants. Additionally, although 84% of participants reduced their intake, only 56% 

perceived that this was from the influence of the websites. Wilson et al. (2005:e1641) found 
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that the use of pro-eating disorder websites may result in the learning and adopting of 

behaviours associated with disordered eating.  

In contrast, some argue that these sites may also provide a “safe place” for people suffering 

from eating disorders, and the isolation and loneliness that stems from having an eating disorder 

may be relieved by using these sites (Brotsky and Giles, 2007:99-101). Often, individuals with 

eating disorders feel that they cannot rely on the support of health professionals or family 

members, finding them either too focused on actual food intake or being too critical of the 

eating disordered individual. A study by Dias (2003:31-32) investigated the pro-anorexic 

narratives of women online, and found that members of pro-eating disorder websites show a 

deep desire to meet and support others in a space where they are not judged for their disorders 

or the stigma attached to having an eating disorder. Since extreme isolation, secrecy and 

disconnection are key markers of the early stages of anorexia, having a judgement free (to an 

extent) support network like an anonymous internet platform may be helpful to those suffering 

from eating disorders.  

Sharing personal experiences and blogging about eating disorders may be beneficial to the 

wellbeing of afflicted individuals, as Schmidt et al. (cited in Wolf et. al, 2007:716) state that 

therapeutic writings have been suggested as a supplementary treatment of anorexia nervosa. In 

a comparison of the linguistic markers in Internet self-presentations of pro-anorexics to those 

recovering from anorexia, Lyons et al (2016:256) found that pro-anorexics showed more 

positive emotions and less anxiety, cognitive reflection and self-directed attention. 

Additionally, they focussed more on the present, and were more preoccupied with eating.  

 Conclusion 

This section aimed to provide an overview of what has been covered in the field of pro-eating 

disorder website research. It began with a discussion of eating disorders as disease categories 

and then went on to investigate the “thin ideal” in Western society. It next discussed the content 

of pro-eating disorder websites and the current state of these sites, followed by an exploration 

of the perception of health professionals and the media of these sites. Finally, this section 

discussed the viewership and usage of pro-eating disorder websites.  
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3 Theoretical Overview 

 Introduction 

This section aims to discuss the theoretical framework used in this study. It will begin by 

describing the characteristics and aims of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), then proceeding 

to discuss Norman Fairclough’s (1992:62-199) framework for analysing CDA. Finally, a few 

significant criticisms of CDA will be outlined.  

 Characteristics and aims of CDA 

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) has its roots in classic rhetoric, sociolinguistics, textual 

linguistics, applied linguistics and pragmatics. In more recent years, topics surrounding gender 

issues, identity, racism, and media have been popular areas of study (Wodak, 2001:3). CDA 

focusses on the “discourse dimensions of power abuse and the injustice and inequality that 

results from it” (van Dijk, 1993: 252), and is thus interested in investigating the role that 

language plays in the construction of pressing social issues. CDA is defined by the socio-

political stance taken by those who use it, and the intention of promoting necessary social 

change through critical understanding.  

Critical Discourse Analysts customarily form their research from the perspective of the 

oppressed, and of those who are subject to inequality and dominance. This choice of 

perspective can be explained by a core principle of CDA, which is that language is not powerful 

on its own, but gains power when used by powerful people (Wodak, 2001:216-217). The targets 

of criticism are those who “enact, sustain, legitimate, condone or ignore social inequality and 

injustice” (van Dijk, 1993:252). CDA is, in addition, not limited to the examination of texts 

alone, as it focuses on the social processes and structures that result in and from a text, and the 

ways in which people create meaning when interacting with texts (Fairclough and Kress, 1993: 

2ff).  

Three of the central concepts to CDA are power, history and ideology (Wodak, 2001:3-12). 

Power refers to the inequalities in social structures, and the ways in which language is used to 

draw divides between the powerful and the oppressed. Language is indispensable in the 

expression and construction of social matters and power. As language can be used to challenge 

power and alter distributions thereof, it is utilised to express and manipulate power, which 

CDA has a particular interest in. Ideology is seen as a vital aspect of establishing and 

maintaining unequal power relations and one of the main focuses of CDA is to “’demystify’ 

discourses by deciphering ideologies” (Wodak, 2001:10). A vital perspective of CDA is that it 
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is rare for a text to be the result of only one person’s efforts and that texts are often governed 

by larger power entities, such as the corporations that own publications. Texts are 

representative of broader societal structures and discourses, and these can therefore be assessed 

through the study of such texts (Wodak, 2001:11). 

In order to gain a well-rounded understanding of the functioning of language, CDA emphasises 

the necessity of adopting an interdisciplinary framework. Along with this, it stresses the 

importance of thorough theoretical analysis of social issues (as seen in Fairclough’s 1992:62-

1992:62-199 framework) in order to accurately link discourse and social structure (van Dijk, 

2001:98). A few criticisms of CDA will be discussed in the following section. 

 Norman Fairclough 

This study will incorporate Fairclough’s (1992:62-199) framework for Critical Discourse 

Analysis. The framework is modelled off of the work of Michael Halliday (1978:16-35), which 

emphasises the vital relationship between the grammatical system of a language and the social 

and personal needs that the language is required to serve. In order to explain this dynamic, 

Halliday proposed the theory of Systemic Functional linguistics, which views language as a 

social semiotic system.  

Fairclough’s (1992:64) constructive effects of discourse include the interpersonal function (the 

relational and identity functions) and the ideational function of language. The interpersonal 

function refers to how social relationships and identities are used and created in discourse, and 

additionally how these can be reproduced, contested and restructured in discourse. The 

interpersonal function consists of two component functions, namely the relational and identity 

functions. The relational function refers to how relationships between discourse participants 

are navigated and negotiated, while the identity function refers to how social identities are 

presented in discourse (Fairclough, 1992:137). Finally, the ideational function of language 

(Fairclough, 1992:169) refers to the role discourse plays in constituting, reproducing and 

contesting systems of knowledge and belief. These functions will be discussed below. 

3.3.1 The interpersonal function of language 

Fairclough’s (1992:64) interpersonal function, as mentioned above, can be divided into the 

identity and relational functions. These functions can be studied through the analysis of 

interactional control, modality and politeness.  

Interactional control refers to the ways in which interactions are organised and negotiated, 

which includes aspects such as uninhibited turn taking, topic change and selection and question 
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answering (Fairclough, 1992:139). Turn taking focuses on how conversations are guided in an 

interaction, who guides them, and how this is handled (for example, a participant being 

“offered” a turn through questions in an interview setting). Topic control focusses on the 

introduction, navigation and termination of topics in an interaction. Additionally, this looks at 

who controls the topics in an interaction, and how this is managed. For example, Fairclough 

(1992:141) discusses the closed nature of questions asked by a doctor during a patient check-

up. These include yes/no and wh-questions, which put constraints on the types of answers a 

patient can provide. These features can give us an idea of a participant’s intentions in an 

interaction, such as how a doctor follows a set procedure in order to provide a diagnosis.  

Modality refers to the extent to which a speaker shows commitment to a proposition. This can 

be seen through items such as modal auxiliary verbs (such as may or should), tense (for 

example, the use of the simple present tense is to express certainty), modal adverbs and 

adjectives (such as the use of obviously, or stating that something is probable), the use of 

hedges (like a little bit), intonation patterns (such as uncertainty being expressed in the rising 

intonation of a declarative), and hesitations when speaking (Fairclough, 1992:158-159). 

Politeness refers to the ways in which individuals navigate interactions, with the aim of 

mitigating face threats carried by face threatening acts (Mills, 2003:6). The most influential 

account of politeness is Brown and Levinson’s (1978, cited in Fairclough, 1992:162) set of 

“face wants”. “Face” refers to the public self-image that each individual wishes to have. This 

can be divided into two types; positive face and negative face. Positive face refers to the want 

to be liked, admired and understood; while negative face refers to an individual’s desire to not 

have their personal space impinged upon by others. Face strategies can be used to study power 

relations. For example, an individual with less power may use negative face strategies when 

interacting with a superior in order to not cause an imposition, while two individuals with equal 

power relations may simply use positive face strategies when interacting.  

3.3.2 The ideational function of language 

The ideational function of language can be studied through the analysis of cohesion, transitivity 

and theme, word meaning, wording and metaphor. An analysis of cohesion can provide one 

with an idea of the text’s modes of argumentation and rationality. This can be done on two 

levels: through the analysis of functional relations, and through an analysis of explicit cohesive 

markers on the surface of the text (Fairclough, 1992:169-177). 
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Halliday (1985:202-27, cited in Fairclough, 1992:175) provides a framework for the analysis 

of functional relationships between clauses. He proposes three main types of relations, 

including elaboration, which refers to when one clause elaborates on the meaning of others 

(through repetition, rewording, clarifying etc.), extension, where one clause builds on the 

meaning of another by adding a new element (which is usually signified by items such as 

however and alternatively), and enhancement, where one clause enhances the meaning of 

another by qualifying it. Enhancement can be done through temporal relations (for example, 

displaying a sequence, such as “A then B”), causal relations (such as relations of reason), and 

conditional relations (such as “if A, then B”), spatial relations (such as A where B) and 

comparisons (for example, “A, like B …”).  

Halliday (1985:288-9) proposes four main types of surface cohesion marking. These include 

reference, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical cohesion. Reference entails referring to other parts 

of texts, whether it be to something that has been presented already or something that is still to 

come (for example, this can be shown through elements like as mentioned above). Ellipsis 

includes the exclusion or replacement of material that can be recovered from another part of 

the text. Conjunction refers to the use of conjunctive words and expressions to link elements 

of text (such as since, and if) and finally, lexical cohesion entails repetition of words, linking 

of words and expressions in meaning relationships (such as synonyms or hyponyms), or linking 

words that belong to the same semantic domain (such as the example provided by Fairclough, 

1992:176 of pipe, smoke and tobacco).  

Transitivity refers to the types of processes found in clauses (Fairclough, 1992:177-178). The 

two main processes listed here include relational processes which entail a verb marking a 

relationship between participants (such as with being or having), and action processes, which 

encompass an agent acting upon a goal. An analysis of transitivity is important as it can show 

us how social, political, cultural, ideological and theoretical factors regulate how processes are 

signified in discourse (Fairclough, 1992: 180). Process types in English include action, event, 

relational and mental processes. Action processes, as mentioned above, entail an agent acting 

upon a goal. This can be divided into two types: directed and non-directed action. Directed 

action refers to when the agent is acting upon an explicit goal, and this is usually realised as a 

transitive clause (a subject – verb – object clause). Non-direction action involves an agent and 

an action but no explicit goal, and this is usually formulated as an intransitive clause (subject 

–verb). Event processes include an event and a goal, and are usually realised as an intransitive 

clause. Relational processed entail relations of being, becoming or having (as seen in items 
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such as am and have), while mental processes involve cognition, perception and affection, and 

can be seen through items such as know and love.   

 Theme is an aspect that can be used to investigate transitivity in text. It refers to the way that 

elements in a clause are positioned according to how important the speaker judges them to be 

(Fairclough, 1992:179). The theme of a sentence is positioned at the beginning of a clause, and 

the elements following it are sometimes referred to as the rheme (Fairclough, 1992:183). Active 

and passive voice can be used to place emphasis on important elements in a sentence. In active 

constructions, the subject is performing an action, whereas in passive constructions, the subject 

is being acted upon by the verb. Elements are placed in the foreground when they are positioned 

at the front of a sentence, which makes them appear to be more important than what follows in 

the rest of the sentence. Another transitivity feature noted by Fairclough (1992:179) is 

nominalisation, which is the processes of converting verb phrases into noun phrases.  The effect 

of this is that it backgrounds the process itself as tense and modality are not indicated, and 

participants are usually left implicit.  

Fairclough (1992:187-191) further discusses word meaning as a means of investigating the 

ideational function of language. As the relationship between words and meanings is more 

many-to-one rather than one-to-many, producers of language are constantly faced with choices 

surrounding the use of words to represent meanings. These choices are the result of social and 

cultural processes, as meanings are constructed in and vary across cultures. In any given 

situation, there will be multiple ways of creating meaning, or signifying different domains of 

experience. An example provided by Fairclough (1992:191) discusses immigration as being 

signified negatively as an ‘influx’ or a ‘flood’ as opposed to a less negative signification such 

as a ‘quest’ for new life. The above shows how different choices of wording can create different 

meanings, and can therefore be representative of speaker ideology.   

The final aspect that Fairclough (1992:194-195) suggests for an analysis of the ideational 

function is metaphor. Metaphors are representative constructions of reality in that they are, like 

wording, conscious choices. The choice of metaphor can give us insight into systems of 

knowledge and belief, as they contribute to the structuring of the ways in which we think and 

act.   

 Criticisms of CDA 

This section will discuss a few criticisms of CDA, namely political bias, issues of data 

collection, and criticism aimed at textual interpretation.  
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A common feature of most CDA practitioners’ work is the transparency of political 

commitments, where leanings are explicitly expressed before taking on an analysis. However, 

stating one’s leanings does not make one exempt from the need for objectivity in research, 

particularly if the researcher does not approach the topic from both her own and the opposing 

perspective. In addition, taking an overt political stance suggests that an analysis could be 

subject to bias in the form of subjective political choice, rather than being rooted in scientific 

data which makes one question the reliability of such analyses (Breeze, 2011: 501).  

Widdowson (cited in Breeze 2011:503) criticises the way in which some CDA practitioners 

perform data collection, which he believes is unsystematic. He argues that other approaches to 

analysis could be the equivalent of CDA if they simply adopted the “critical” model, and 

implies that to CDA practitioners, the way in which data is collected is not that important if the 

right results are found. Furthermore, Widdowson (1998:148) questions the legitimacy of using 

particular lexical items or grammatical features to gain insight into ideology in texts. Although 

not rejecting the possibility of this entirely, he suggests that the incorporation of corpus 

methodology may remedy this due to its large sample size and more systematic method of 

analysis. This critique is far more relevant to earlier studies in CDA, as recent work tends to 

incorporate thorough scientific methods such as the use of larger samples or corpus tools.  

One of the most criticised aspects of CDA is to do with textual interpretation. Widdowson 

(1998:136-139) has likened CDA interpretations to that of literacy criticism and Whorfian 

linguistic determinism, in the way that discourses are often thought to produce, condition and 

restrict the thought processes of the recipient/user. Breeze (2011:508) argues that there is 

clearly a significant link between discourse and people’s views of reality, and furthermore that 

individuals are exposed to a variety of discourses of which they can accept or reject. However, 

one cannot state that there is a clear one-to-one relationship between a discourse and its 

recipient. A more useful and realistic point of departure would be to recognise that some 

discourses may have more of an impact than others, and perhaps investigate these more 

influential forms.  

 Conclusion  

This section aimed to discuss the theoretical framework used in this study. It began with 

descriptions of the characteristics and aims of Critical Discourse Analysis, then outlining a few 

significant criticisms of the field. Norman Fairclough’s framework for analysing CDA was 
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then outlined, focussing on the constructive effects of discourse, namely the interpersonal and 

ideational functions of language.  
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4 Methodology 

 Introduction 

This section aims to introduce the methodology used in this study. It will begin by describing 

the data collection methodology used in this study, and will then proceed to discuss how to the 

data was analysed.  

 Data Collection 

The data for this study was collected using purposive sampling, which is a non-probability 

sampling technique. This technique entails the selection of data based on elements that will 

facilitate research. Purposive sampling receives many criticisms, such as the threat of 

researcher bias and the possible unrepresentativeness of the sample (Lund Research, 2012). 

However, for the sake of this study, the sampling method is necessary for accurate data 

collection as  the study is small scale, focussed on a distinct group of people who are only 

found online, and is very specific in nature.  

Data was collected by doing online searches for the terms pro-anorexia blog, pro-bulimia blog, 

pro-eating disorder blog, pro-ana, pro-mia and pro-ED. The sites used were selected according 

to their popularity and number of views. The blog posts chosen for the study were selected 

based on content displaying ideology, identity and group membership.   

 Data Analysis 

In total, four posts (including comments) were analysed in this study. These posts originated 

on the websites “The Pro-Ana Lifestyle Forever” and “Dying to be Thin”. The analyses were 

performed using Fairclough’s (1992:62-199) framework for Critical Discourse Analysis, with 

a focus on modality, metaphor and wording.  

 Conclusion 

This section aimed to introduce the methodology used in this study. The section began by 

describing the data collection methodology used in the study, and then went on to discuss the 

analysis of data.   
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5 Analysis 

 Introduction 

The section includes an analysis of four posts that were made on the pro-ED website. The first 

post (Appendix A) entails a discussion of cravings and how to resist them; the second post 

(Appendix B) is a discussion of eating disorders as lifestyles rather than short term quick fixes; 

the third post (Appendix C) includes an author describing her experiences while in recovery; 

and the final post (Appendix D) is a discussion of the notion of “looking good”, and how to 

achieve this. The main groups involved in these blog posts are the pro-eating disorder 

movement members (which include authors and commenters) and outsiders, who tend to 

oppose the blogs and the ideology of members.  

 Analysis of post titled “One of the recent comments asked how to resist cravings” 

The aim of this post is to share tips for avoiding food cravings. In the first paragraph of her 

post, the author places the eating disorder community into two binary groups, which include 

real anorexics (referred to as “legitimate” in (1) below) and those who claim to be or want to 

be anorexics, the so-called “wannarexics” (Appendix A, lines 16-17). She uses the discourse 

marker “actually” when she states that “legitimate” anorexics don’t crave food, which is a 

marker typically indicative of incorrect thoughts or statements being corrected. By using this 

marker, the author is placing herself in a position of power as a myth debunker in the 

community. She uses the pronouns “we” and “ourselves” (2) when describing the activities of 

“legitimate” anorexics, which shows that she identifies with and considers herself to be a part 

of this group. Following her statement about “legitimate” anorexics, the author demarcates the 

grounds for membership in the eating disorder community, thus constructing herself as a person 

with authority in the community she claims to identify with. The author is recognising the 

harmful nature of eating disorders, which is seen through the use of the verb “hurting” (2), and 

is reconstructing this clearly negative activity as positive by referring to it as a source of power 

that gives the author a sense of self-control. The author furthers this when she states that she 

craves that “hollow feeling of emptiness” because it makes her feel “so powerful and so in 

control” (3). The author is here constructing the feeling of emptiness that one gets when 

starving as a source of power, because it’s indicative of her willpower and self-control.  

1. Someone with legitimate anorexia doesn’t actually get cravings for food. (Appendix A, lines 4-

5) 

2. We get cravings for exercise, hurting ourselves and perfection. (Appendix A, line 5) 
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3. I actually crave that hollow feeling of emptiness. It makes me feel so powerful and so in control. 

(Appendix A, lines 5-6) 

The use of metaphor in the post is also indicative of the author’s ideological standpoints. The 

first two metaphors presented in the text are contradictory constructions of eating disorders. 

The first (4) presents food as “scary”, regardless of portion or nutritional control, where 

becoming fat is constructed as a negative and inevitable consequence of eating. The author 

constructs food and weight gain as “the enemy” by using the adjectives “SCARY” (capitalised 

in the post for emphasis) and “evil”, and the verb “harm”. With her second metaphor, the author 

contradicts her own construction of eating disorders as being a solution to the threat of food, 

also constructing them as “the enemy” by calling them “a disease” and “a nightmare” (5), which 

corresponds to the viewpoint of the broader community, where eating disorders are considered 

illnesses with serious consequences. The construction of both food and anorexia as elements 

that cause fear in an individual give the reader an indication of the fear an eating disordered 

individual might experience, being torn between a fear of one’s disorder and a fear of food 

itself.  

4. Food is SCARY – it is the evil that harms us by making us fat, no matter how small or healthy 

the portion. (Appendix A, lines 7-8) 

5. This is not a diet – it is a NIGHTMARE. (Appendix A, line 13) 

Although the author previously urged individuals who are not disordered to leave the site, she 

later directs advice for avoiding food cravings to “those of you who are wannarexic or binge-

disordered” (6). The author uses the group-specific term “wannarexic”, which refers to 

individuals who diet and visit eating disorder websites, but are not “committed to” an eating 

disordered lifestyle. The author here groups “wannarexics” with individuals who have binge 

eating disorder, which is a clinical eating disorder recognised by the Diagnostic and Statistical 

Manual of Mental Disorders (2013:350-353). This grouping indicates that the author perhaps 

does not recognise the severity of the disorder, and is again constructing a binary in which two 

groups exist: those with real eating disorders, and the rest of the word. By categorising 

“wannarexics” with those with binge eating disorder, she is implying a degree of similarity 

between the two.  

6. For those of you who are wannarexic or binge disordered, here’s some hints that’ll help you 

fight food cravings (Appendix A, lines 16-17) 
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Three commenters respond to the author’s previously mentioned metaphor of anorexia as a 

nightmare with the metaphor of anorexia as a game. The first commenter (7) constructs 

anorexia as a game that she is willing to take part in, one that she even considers to be “fun”. 

She further comments that she finds pleasure in “numbers and rituals”, which refer to the 

typical obsessive compulsive-like symptoms expressed by anorexics (Kaye et al., 1992: 60-

61). “Numbers” here refers to obsessions with scales, weight and counting calories, and 

“rituals” refer to the typical ritualistic eating practices of anorexics, such as rearranging one’s 

food several times on one’s plate, or cutting one’s food into the smallest bites possible 

(Herpertz-Dahlmann, 2008:35). The second commenter (8) constructs her disorder as a game 

that she is “forced to play”, referring to it as “somewhat cruel”. The adjective “cruel” indicates 

pain and distress, implying that the author recognizes that eating disorders are harmful, which 

is in agreement with the original posters statement that eating disorders are “diseases”. 

However, the use of “somewhat” here indicates that the commenter has ambivalent feelings 

about her disorder. This coupled with “forced to play” implies that although the author knows 

that she is harming herself, it is an act that she does not have control over, as well as being an 

act that she is doing in order to meet an end, which in this instance is a low body weight. The 

final commenter speaks in opposition to the author of the post, expressing how sad the post 

makes her feel and constructing the eating disordered individual as being the host of a parasite 

(9), which continues the original author’s disease metaphor and extends this to be something 

that is actually draining the weakening host of nutrients. Through the words “embedded within 

my brain”, the author is further constructing anorexia as a mental disease.  

7. A fun game of numbers and rituals (Appendix A, lines 110-111) 

8. I see it as a somewhat cruel game we are forced to play (Appendix A, line 132) 

9. I see Anorexia as another entity embedded within my brain … I lost myself both physically and 

emotionally when this parasite hung on (Appendix A, lines 162-165) 

When signing off from her post, the author refers to the readers as “my beauties”, (10) which 

is an example of in-group talk. The use of “my” denotes possession, and indicates that along 

with being a gatekeeper, the author considers herself to be a figure that her readers look to for 

advice and inspiration. The concept of starvation is used in the post and the comments section 

as a means of encouragement. The author originally urges her readers to “Starve on” (10), 

which is an intertextual reference to “rock on”, a colloquial means of encouragement. This is 

returned by a commenter, who further refers to the author as “pretty lady” (11). This combined 

with the original author’s use of “my beauties” (10) defines the group as one consisting of 
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attractive women. The response of “to the bones” (12) is an intertextual reference to a song by 

Silverchair called “Ana’s Song”, where the composer sings “And you’re my obsession, I love 

you to the bones…” when referring to his eating disorder. The final commenter encourages the 

author of the post to “stay empty” (13), which is an intertextual reference to the commonly 

used “stay well” and presupposes that emptiness is something that is positive and desirable in 

the pro-ED community. The use of the emoticon “;)” in (13) is indicative of humour, and 

through this the author is making light of a situation that would, in any other community, be 

deemed negative.  

10. Starve on, my beauties, Starve On. (Appendix A, line 64) 

11. Starve on pretty lady! BXXX (Appendix A, line 80) 

12. to the bones, x Hana (Appendix A, line 88) 

13. Love the blog. Stay empty ;) (Appendix A, line 128) 

In this post, the author makes use of word meaning to create a binary distinction between 

members of the community and outsiders, and to define the group. Metaphor is used to 

construct food as the enemy; and eating disorders as nightmares, games (that are both voluntary 

and unavoidable), and mental illnesses.  

 Analysis of post titled “What up skinny bitches?” 

In this post, the author responds to a commenter who mentions that she struggles to stick with 

starving herself. The author begins her post with in-group talk, addressing her readers with the 

casual colloquial greeting of “what up”, and addressing them as “skinny bitches” (14). The 

author here describes the group as consisting of those with or aiming for a low body weight 

through the word “skinny”. She further uses the colloquial term “bitch”, which has been 

reappropriated by women and gay men to be a term of endearment, where she is describing her 

audience as female. At the end of her post, the author refers to her readers as “skinny-minnies” 

(15), which is a colloquial term (derived from a song by Bill Haley and the Comets) for a very 

thin person, and is a continuation of her labelling of the group.  

14. What up, skinny bitches? (Appendix B, line 3) 

15. At least that’s what “the experts” say. To the rest of my skinny-minnies… (Appendix B, line 

15) 

The author begins her response to the commenter asking about their inability to starve 

themselves with the onomatopoeic “tsk, tsk, tsk…” (16), which is typically an exclamation of 

impatience or disapproval. The author further patronizes the commenter by referring to her 
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using the term “honey” (16), which is usually an affectionate term, but in this context is 

condescending due to the use of “tsk, tsk, tsk…” preceding the term. Through the above, the 

author is establishing herself as a member of the community who has the authority to confront 

those who do not appear to follow the pro-ED lifestyle according to the guidelines expressed 

by the community. The author then expresses that eating disorders are not “weight-loss plans” 

but rather “lifestyles”, describing what the commenter is doing as “crash dieting” (17). The 

author is here drawing a binary distinction between eating disorders and diets, as crash diets 

are short term and are done with the intention of getting quick results, whereas eating disorders 

entail persistent, long term starvation. Her next statement seen in (18) below includes the 

conditional “if” when referring to being “serious” about weight-loss. The author then explains 

to the commenter that the only way (as seen through the strong modal verb “have to”) to be 

serious about weight loss is to make a lifelong commitment, which for the author is the 

“lifestyle” of eating disorders. The author is here comparing eating disorders to 

relationships/marriage, which is something that one enters with the intention of a long term 

commitment.   

16. Tsk, tsk, tsk…This is not a weight-loss plan, honey. This is a lifestyle. (Appendix B, line 10) 

17. What you’re doing is crash dieting (Appendix B, lines 10-11) 

18. If you’re serious about weight-loss, you have to find something you can stick with for a lifetime 

(Appendix B, lines 11-12) 

In comment (19), the commenter initially uses apparent concession to acknowledge that her 

comment is unhealthy, which is seen in the words “as horrible as this may sound”, The 

commenter then refers to sickness as something that helps her “jump start” her weight loss, and 

refers to this as a “silver lining”. This author is presenting weight loss as a welcomed side effect 

of being sick, which displays the typical eating disordered preoccupation with weight loss 

regardless of health (Mayo Clinic, 2016). Another commenter extends this notion when asking 

about the harmful effects of doing a fast (20). She acknowledges that she is aware that fasting 

may be harmful to her health, but dismisses this with the words “who cares”, and claims she is 

going to do it “anyway”.  

19. …but as horrible as this may sound, i always found that getting sick jump started my weight 

loss. there’s always a silver lining somewhere (sic)… (Appendix B, lines 22-23) 

20. Oh who cares I’m doing it anyway (Appendix B, lines 28-35) 

Two commenters respond to the author’s post by discussing how they first got drawn into 

anorexia, both using the metaphor of “falling” to describe this process, which constructs them 
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as helpless and in danger. The first commenter states that she “fell into the pattern” by 

“accident”, which constructs anorexia as a sudden, unexpected affliction. She then states that 

she “then started to get more into it”. This displays a common feature of anorexics, where 

individuals initially lose weight through something outside of anorexia (such as sickness) and 

then simply continue their changed eating behaviours, which ultimately results in an eating 

disorder. This is continued in the second commenter’s statement that after rehab she “lost all 

the eating habits but Ana stayed with me” (22), which displays that despite the fact that her 

sickness went away, anorexia persisted. Ana is here personified and constructed as a loyal 

companion.  

21. I sort of fell into the pattern by accident just eating smaller portions and stuff, and then started 

to get more into it. (Appendix B, lines 55-57) 

22. Yeah I’ve just sort ot fallen into it (sic)… I lose all the eating habits but Ana stayed with me 

(Appendix B, lines 62-64) 

In this post, contributors make use of word meaning to define the group as skinny and female, 

to construct eating disorders as lifestyles and long term commitments, and to create a binary 

distinction between eating disorders and diets. Metaphor is used to construct eating disorders 

as accidental afflictions.  

 Analysis of post titled “What did I learn during my time in ‘recovery’?” 

In this post, the author has just returned from being in recovery. Her ideological viewpoint is 

present from the first line of the post, where scare quotes are placed around the word “recovery” 

(23). This is a feature that is commonly used to express disbelief or scepticism on behalf of the 

author of a text (Fogarty, 2009:207). This feature is present in Appendices B and C, where 

authors and commenters use scare quotes when speaking about health care professionals, 

recovery programmes and treatment. Health care professionals are questioned in (25), where 

the author refers to health care professionals as “the experts”. The validity of recovery is 

questioned through scare quotes placed around the words “recovery” (23) and “rehab” (26), 

and the results of recovery are questioned through the use of these around the words “healed” 

(24) and “treatment” (27), where in (27), the commenter even questions the doctor’s diagnosis, 

by placing “eating disorder” in inverted commas.  

23. What did I learn during my time in “recovery”? (Appendix C, line 3) 

24. I can make you believe you have “healed” me. (Appendix C, line 14-15) 

25. At least that’s what “the experts” say. (Appendix B, line 15) 

26. I went to “rehab” in Indonesia and it never left me. (Appendix B, lines 53-64) 
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27. I’ve fooled them in so many different ways it’s sick … I’ve lost around 17 pounds throughout 

‘treatment’ for my ‘Eating disorder’. (Appendix C, line 175-178) 

In her second paragraph, the author uses the group-specific personifications of “Ana” and 

“Mia” (28), which correspond to anorexic and bulimic girls. The author refers to “Mia Jessica’s 

distorted reflection” (28) which shows a recognition of the distorted body image individuals 

with eating disorders typically have (Hilde, 1962: 188-191). Through the word “distorted”, the 

author recognises that a disordered individual has a warped and negative perception of 

themselves (Herpertz-Dahlmann, 2015:183) and then recognises that symptoms such as a 

distorted perception of one’s body are the sorts of connections that “make us kin in a way no 

other relationship can connect people”, where she attempts to justify eating disorders by saying 

that the community and connections make them worthwhile. The author is here implying that 

the relationships between members of this community are stronger than the bonds between all 

other types of groups. When discussing the group, the author uses the pronoun “us” to show 

that she identifies with the group being described. The word “kin” here indicates that the author 

believes the ED community to be a family of sorts, which is a continuation of the group ties 

mentioned previously. 

28. I know what Ana Bella is going through … I know what Mia Jessica’s distorted reflection looks 

like in her eyes. Those connections make us kin in a way no other relationship can connect 

people. (Appendix C, lines 4-7) 

The author reiterates her disbelief in the effectiveness of recovery programmes in the second 

paragraph of her post, where she discusses her distrust of health care professionals, stating that 

these individuals simply don’t “understand” the disordered mind, and can’t do so “if they have 

never lived it themselves” (29). Additionally, the author shows a denial of scientific discourse 

and the validity of this through the words “no amount of study and research will qualify you to 

‘understand’”. Many commenters agreed with and expanded upon this notion, referring to 

professionals as “assholes” (30) and “wackjobs in the white coats” (31). In (30), the commenter 

refers to butter as being a patient’s “Ana kryptonite”. The author here reappropriates the 

superhero Superman’s only weakness, kryptonite, to apply to a “fear food”1. The commenter 

states that she experienced professionals forcing “Ana kryptonite” (30) on a patient, and states 

                                                           
1 A “fear food” refers to a food that an anorexic or bulimic believes to be too high in calories to consume. This 
is the opposite of a “safe food”, which refers to foods that eating disordered individuals feel they can eat 
without having to worry about their weight. Safe foods typically include low calorie fruits and vegetables such 
as celery and apples, while fear foods typically include high calorie or high fat foods such as dairy products, 
baked goods and sweets.  
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that they “didn’t fucking care” and she “swears” they took “perverse glee” in doing it (29), 

which furthers the construction of professionals as “the enemy”. The modality of the attributive 

verb “swear” shows the commenters complete commitment to her claim, and the use of 

“perverse” here constructs health care professionals as undertakers of abnormal or invasive 

practices, which positions them as “the enemy”.  

In (31), the commenter refers to doctors as “wackjobs in white coats”, and states that they are 

paid “lots of money to make you fat”. The commenter shows her distrust of doctors through 

the words “paod (sic) lots of money to make you fat just so you can leave them, isolate yourself, 

and relapse”. “Them” here refers to the health care professionals and being discharged from 

the hospital, “isolate yourself” refers to one of the defining features of eating disorders (DSM-

5, 2013:341) and “relapse” refers to falling back into one’s disordered eating practices. 

Through this, the author is highlighting the futility of the process of “recovery” and is implying 

that health care professionals make lots of money out of processes and “treatment” that does 

not even work. The author is further constructing recovery as a cycle; where one enters 

recovery, gains weight, leaves recovery, returns to their disordered eating practices, and repeats 

the cycle. 

29. For all their years and years of research and development, doctors, nurses, and therapists will 

NEVER understand the disordered mind if they have never lived it themselves … no amount 

of study and research will qualify you to “understand” until you’ve lived through it (Appendix 

C, lines 8-11) 

30. … They knew it was her Ana crytonite (sic), and they fucking didn’t care. In fact, I swear they 

took perverse glee in doing it. Assholes (Appendix C, lines 34-35) 

31. The realization that the wackjobs in the white coats are getting paod (sic) lots of money to make 

you fat just so you can leave them, isolate yourself, and relapse (Appendix C, line 68-69) 

The author of the post shows commitment to her statements through the use of modal verbs 

such as “will” and “can” in the post. She emphasised this stance through the use of 

capitalisation, such as in “therapist will NEVER understand” in (29) above. Modality is 

especially prevalent in the final paragraph of her post, which is a discussion of the author’s 

self-control and ability to manipulate professionals in the recovery centre in order to be 

discharged. The repetition of the modal verb “can” when referring to the authors capabilities is 

contrasted with the words “think” and “believe” when referring to the professionals’ thought 

processes (32), showing that the author believes her opinions to be fact, and views the opinions 

of doctors to be fallacious.  
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32. I have a new respect for the self-control of my tongue … I can retrain my mind and body to 

learn to play any game for a little while, tell you what you think you want to hear, show you 

what you think you want to see, if it gets me to my end. (Appendix C, lines 12-14) 

This paragraph also introduces the notion of control, which is a defining feature of eating 

disorders (Brown, 1990:1) and is referred to throughout the comments section. The author 

introduces her self-control as a means of manipulation in order to be discharged from recovery. 

This control is praised throughout the comments section, with commenters claiming to 

“admire” it (33) and be “truly inspired” (34) by it. This indicates that the author has successfully 

positioned herself as an authority figure or role model in the community, as she receives 

admiration and is said to be an inspiration. The author further refers to her ability to “retrain 

my mind and body to play any game… if it gets me to my end” (31). The metaphor of the game 

here (which is also used in Appendix A) entails “self-control of the tongue, as well as self-

control of my weight” (32) as being a means of winning, while the prize the author is aiming 

to achieve is being released from recovery.  

33. i admire your self control (sic)…something i never seem to have (sic) (Appendix C, line 316) 

34. I am truly inspired by your amazing self control (sic) (Appendix C, line 449) 

The post ends with a metaphor of flight (35) which is a reference to the symbol representative 

of the pro-eating disorder community, the butterfly. In the metaphor, the author is describing 

herself as a butterfly, where recovery is entrapment, and freedom is disordered eating 

behaviours. This metaphor is an example of intertextuality in the pro-ED community, and is 

repeated throughout the comment section. The commenters sign off with items such as “fly 

high beautiful butterfly” (37), “continue to fly” (36) and “so keep flying and posting” (38), 

which shows support for the author, but also encourages her to continue her disordered eating 

behaviours. The commenter in (39) acknowledges the scientific belief that EDs are related to a 

perceived lack of control in an individual’s life through the words “we have limited freedoms”. 

She then constructs freedom as found in eating disorders through the words “well darn we 

better embrace the freedom of being who we want to be”. The necessity modality in “well darn 

we better” presents eating disorders as unavoidable if one wants “freedom”. However, the 

author then refers to eating disorders as “being who we want to be”, which constructs them as 

a choice, in contrast to previous constructions where authors and commenters have constructed 

EDs as lifestyles, parasites and games.  

35. And I can be set free. I am free now. I believe I am ready to fly. (Appendix C, lines 15-16) 

36. Continue to fly! (Appendix C, line 28) 
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37. Fly high beautiful butterfly. (Appendix C, line 123) 

38. So keep flying and posting. :) (Appendix C, line 145) 

39. We have limited freedoms and well darn we better embrace the freedom of being who we want 

to be. (Appendix C, lines 346-347) 

One of the commenters responds in opposition to the author’s post. She identifies herself as 

someone who has been struggling with an eating disorder for ten years. The commenter 

addresses the author directly through the use of “you”, accusing her of being “selfish”, eating 

disorders of being “narcissistic”, and the blog of being “destructive”. She emphasises her 

statements in (40), using modality in the form of “is”, “cannot” and “is NOT” where “NOT” is 

emphasised by capitalisation. The commenter in (40) acknowledges that the author of the post 

is somewhat helpless through the adverb “unfortunately”, which modifies the rest of her 

statement. This is followed by a recognition that when one is afflicted with an eating disorder, 

they are somewhat oblivious to the effects of the disorder. The commenter furthers her 

accusations by describing how the author “wasted” (41) her time and her parent’s money going 

into recovery if she’s not going to make use of the help. The use of “wasted” here reiterates the 

notion of selfishness presented previously, as it emphasises that although the author had the 

opportunity to recover, she sabotaged this and instead just drained her parents’ resources. In 

(42), the commenter accuses the author of “pushing” her disorder on other people, of being 

“selfish” and encouraging people to “harm themselves”, which is emphasised through the use 

of capitalisation. “Harm themselves” here constructs eating disorders as a form of self-harm, 

which corresponds with research that displays the prevalence of self-harm behaviours in 

individuals with eating disorders.  (Sansone & Levitt, 2002:208-209) 

40. … And selfish. It is NOT all about you. Unfortunately, when you’re in your disorder, you 

cannot see that. Why? Because it’s narcissistic and because you cannot form logical thoughts, 

relationships… (Appendix C, lines 421-423) 

41. You wasted your time and your parent’s money going into treatment if you’re not going to do 

anything about it. It’s selfish. (Appendix C, lines 428-430) 

42. Keep your DISORDER TO YOURSELF. Stop PUSHING it on other people stop being 

SELFISH and trying to encourage people to harm themselves. (Appendix C, lines 437-439) 

In this post, members make use of word meaning to question the validity of health care 

professionals and their practices, to construct the ED community as a family and to present 

self-control as admirable.  In contrast, outsiders use word meaning to construct members as 

selfish, yet helpless when faced with their eating disorders; and to construct eating disorders as 
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self-harm. Metaphor is used by members of the community to construct food as a weakness, 

and to construct eating disorders as freedom. Modality is used by contributors to emphasise 

their distrust of health care professionals and to highlight the importance of self-control.  

 Analysis of post titled “Looking good” 

This post aims to provide weight loss inspiration to readers by enticing them with the promise 

that if they don’t eat, they’ll be able to wear anything and “look good”. The title of the post, 

“looking good” refers to the idea of not eating so that one will “look good in anything”. The 

post begins by addressing the ED group very directly as “Skinny Ladies” (44), where the author 

is defining the group as being exclusively females with or with the aim of having a low body 

weight. This complies with the definition constructed by the author of Appendix B, where the 

author refers to her readers as “skinny bitches” (14). The author then asks the group a direct 

question (addressing the reader with the personal pronoun “you”) about when they last avoided 

purchasing an item of clothing due to the perception that they looked fat (45). The words “the 

last time” presuppose that readers have all had this experience. The author is here appealing to 

the negative attitudes individuals with eating disorders have towards their clothing and clothing 

selection (Shim et al, 1990: 1038-1041). In her next sentence, the author continues her use of 

modality in the form of “just doesn’t look good on you” (45), when describing how items of 

clothing fit on the reader, which is readdressed at the end of the post when the author presents 

a solution in the form of self-starvation. The author uses the metaphor of clothes “clinging” to 

the reader’s “fat thighs or stomach” (45) when she describes why an item of clothing doesn’t 

look good. The use of “clinging” here constructs items of clothing as being the problem, 

whereas “fat thighs or stomach” constructs the body as being problematic. The author implies 

that in solving the problem of one’s body, one can solve the problem of not being able to wear 

certain items of clothing.   

43. Looking good (Appendix D, line 2) 

44. Dear skinny ladies (Appendix D, line 5) 

45. When was the last time you didn’t buy something because you looked fat in it? … It just doesn’t 

look good on you because it’s clinging to your fat thighs or stomach (Appendix D, lines 6-8) 

The author next describes the goal of perfection, which is a defining feature of the pro-eating 

disorder community. The adverb “always” (46) illustrates the persistence and all-consuming 

nature of this goal, and the author here describes self-starvation as being a means to achieving 

this goal by stating that perfection is the reason that pro-ED members do it. She then states that 

the result of self-starvation will be “worth it”, which shows the ideology that being thin is 
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crucial regardless of the health consequences. She continues with the notion that obtaining 

perfection is “at least one of the major” (47) reasons why group members starve themselves, 

which is in line with research connecting eating disorders and a perfectionism (Bastiani et al. 

1994: 150-152). The author then constructs herself as an important member of the group (and 

as a source of inspiration) presenting a “daily dose of inspiration” (47) to the readers. 

46. There’s this idea of perfection, looking perfect, always in the back of your mind. That’s the 

reason we do it … It will be worth it (Appendix D, lines 8-10) 

47. That’s the reason we do it. Or at least one of the major ones. So here’s your daily dose of 

inspiration… (Appendix D, lines 9-10) 

In her next section, the author entices the reader with a list of things they will be able to do if 

they commit to the ED lifestyle. The author uses the modal verb “will” in (48) and (49), 

presenting the information as fact, and encouraging the readers by promising them that “it will 

be worth it” and “you will get there” (49). The use of “there” constructs the outcome of eating 

disorders (being thin) as a destination, and is therefore a construction of eating disorders as a 

journey. The use of “just” and “not even” in (48) presents a lifestyle of simplicity to the reader, 

showing them that if they “stay strong” (49), they won’t have to worry about clothing 

“clinging” to “your fat” (45). “Stay strong” is used here to refer to the act of having self-control 

when faced with food, and is compliant with the earlier construction of food as “kryptonite” 

(30) in Appendix C. The author also refers to her readers as “babies” (49) which is an example 

of in-group language used when addressing someone that is in awe of one, which again shows 

the reader’s construction of herself as a leader or a source of inspiration in the community. The 

notion of strength is repeated through the comments section, such as in (50) and (51) below, 

where the commenters ask for help with “staying strong”. The first commenter presents her 

request for help in the form of a proposition, as seen through the modal verb “could”, while the 

second commenter presents her request as a necessity, as seen through the modal verb “need”.  

48. It will be worth it. To see an outfit in a store and be able to just buy it. To buy something online 

and not even have to try it on, you’ll just know it looks good … to look good in anything 

(Appendix D, lines 10-13) 

49. Stay strong babies, and you will get there! (Appendix D, line 13) 

50. I am a new Ana and could use some help to stay strong! (Appendix D, line 66)  

51. I’m very new to Ana and I need help staying strong (Appendix D, line 283) 

Numerous commenters speak out against the author and readers of the blog. The first 

commenter pleas with the author and readers to not “do this to yourself” (52). This commenter 
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uses repetition and capitalisation in “please PLEASE” to emphasise her request. This plea is 

responded to by the commenter in (53), who tells the opposing commenter to “please fuck off”, 

and calls the commenter a “fatass feminist” before comparing this group to “roaches”. The use 

of “fuck off” is repeated in (54) where another commenter calls outsiders “fat ass dogs” and 

states that they are “annoying”. By referring to individuals who plea with others to not hurt 

themselves as “fatass feminists”, the commenter in (53) is constructing feminists as outsiders 

to the pro-ED community, contrary to how recent feminist literature has constructed the pro-

ED movement2. The commenters in (53) and (54) both refer to outsiders as “fat ass”, which 

draws a distinction between members of the site and outsiders, where members are thin and 

outsiders are fat, regardless of how the outsiders are promoting healthy living, not obesity. The 

comment in (54) refers to outsiders as “dogs”, which is a colloquial term for an undesirable 

female, and which further constructs outsiders as unattractive and subhuman, and therefore not 

welcome on the websites. Outsiders are further constructed as being unwanted in the 

community, being referred to as “annoying” (54) and “roaches” (53), where the metaphor of 

“roaches” constructs them as dirty, diseased, persistent and unwanted pests. The reference to 

“roaches” is an intertextual reference, used in Nazi discourse during WWII to refer to Polish 

Jews. (Weinberg, 1996:42). Following this, the commenter makes use of hyperbole referring 

to the opposing commenter’s weight in “causing earthquakes” and “eating someone” (53). 

These once again construct outsiders as fat.  

52. Please PLEASE don’t do this to yourself!!! (Appendix D, line 33) 

53. Please fuck off. God you fatass feminists are like roaches. Shouldn’t you be causing earthquakes 

or eating someone right now? (Appendix D, lines 40-41) 

54. Do you want to fuck off? Like seriously you fat ass dogs are annoying. (Appendix D, lines 203-

303) 

Non-ED members respond to the attacks of the pro-ED group by emphasising how desperate 

the commenters must be to respond in the way that they do. Commenters (55) and (56) both 

relate the comments mentioned in (53) and (54) above to self-esteem, where commenter (55) 

states that the commenter called other people “fatass” in order to “feel better” about herself, 

while commenter (56) states, “you must really just hate yourself”. The use of modality in “you 

must really just” shows the commenters position that the only logical reason for why the 

original pro-ED commenter acts the way that the does is that she hates herself. Both of these 

responses construct the pro-ED commenters as insecure, defenceless and desperate. This is 

                                                           
2 See literature review  
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continued by the commenter in (55), who states that the approach is “LOW”, using 

capitalisation for emphasis on the metaphor that is used to describe the idea of “stooping”, 

which is the act of degrading oneself, in this case for the sake of insulting another individual. 

The commenter also discusses her disappointment in the way that words surrounding “fat” are 

used as insults. The notion of desperation is continued in (56) with the words “Is that all you’ve 

got??” where the commenter implies that the original pro-ED commenter doesn’t have a 

sufficient response to her, and therefore resorts to childish arguments. The commenter in (56) 

states that the original pro-ED commenter will “never have the control you crave” (56) which 

is an acknowledgement of the medical discourse surrounding eating disorders and control, as 

mentioned in comment (39) in Appendix C. The commenter here uses the idea of the ED 

individual’s typical desire for control to state that if one is willing to resort to such childish 

methods of debate (such as “fuck off and name calling), the individual will never achieve the 

control they are seeking.  

55. Calling other people “fatass” to make your feel better about yourself is LOW … it makes me 

so disappointed we use the word “fat” or “fatass” to insult people… (Appendix D, lines 46-49) 

56. Is that all you’ve got?? Fuck off and name calling? You must really just hate yourself. You will 

never have the control you crave… (Appendix D, lines 307-308) 

One of the commenters on the post describes how she turned to an eating disordered lifestyle 

in order to prevent herself from being bullied. The commenter asks “would you rather have me 

go back to being fat?” where a binary is again constructed between being anorexic and being 

fat. The commenter does not present a third option (such as being healthy) which is indicative 

of the “all or nothing” ideology expressed in the pro-ED community. The use of the verb 

“endure” (57) describes the author’s experience as a difficult one, which is continued when she 

states that going back to being fat “would kill me faster than Ana would…” The commenter 

recognises that anorexia is an unhealthy activity that will ultimately end in death, but she also 

states that this death is a better fate than if she were to be bullied again. “Joined Ana” here 

constructs “Ana” as a group or discourse community in contrast to previous personifications. 

The commenters who respond to (57) both oppose the original commenter’s reasoning for 

turning to “Ana”. The first response constructs the commenter as weak, which is shown through 

the comparison of the amount of character it takes to “handle” bullies vs. having an eating 

disorder. The use of the verbs “allowing” and “drive” here show the commenter’s viewpoint 

that the commenter in (58) is expressing weakness by resorting to eating disordered behaviours. 

The commenter further refers to eating disordered behaviours as “self-abuse”, which is used in 
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contrast to the abuse supplied by bullies. The commenter in (59) continues the accusation of 

the original commenter as being weak, referring to her turn to eating disordered behaviours 

through the verb “succumbing”. This depiction of weakness is continued in the second 

sentence, where the commenter describes the original commenter as being “half a person”. This 

refers to both the physical and emotional state of the commenter being attacked, as it implies 

that not only is she underweight and therefore physically “half a person”, but that she also lacks 

the emotional strength to stand up to her bullies.   

57. Would you rather have me go back to being fat? And endure all the bullying I went through 

before I joined Ana? … that would  kill me faster than Ana would… (Appendix D, lines 215-

217) 

58. There’s more character in handling bullies than allowing them to control and drive you to self-

abuse (Appendix D, lines 223-224) 

59. So you’re succumbing to the bullies? … You can’t live a full life if you’re half a person. 

(Appendix D, lines 229-238) 

The commenter in (60) expresses a similar desperation to the commenter in (57), emphasising 

her desperation for thinness through the words “honestly can’t wait”. She further states that the 

pro-ED movement has given her “a will to live”, which is a continuation of what the commenter 

in (57.) believed, which is that thinness is a solution. In (61) the commenter presents a plea for 

“HELP”, which is capitalised for emphasis. The commenter gives her weight and height, and 

states that she wants “to die”. The use of the modal verb “want” in the phrase “want to die” 

here shows the author’s desperation. Thinness is, once again, presented here as being a solution 

to a problem. The commenter is attributing her desire for death to her weight, which implies 

that if she manages to lose this weight, she will no longer want to die.  

60. I honestly can’t wait to be thin. Pro-ana has given me a will to live. (Appendix D, line 483) 

61. HELP. I’m 170 pounds 5’4 and I want to die. (Appendix D, line 528) 

Further in the comments sections, commenters discuss a further group that they formed which 

serves as a means of encouragement for members. In (62), this group is referred to as a “skinny 

girl cult”. “Skinny girl” here once again describes the group as consisting of females with a 

low body weight, which is consistent with all constructions mentioned previously. Through 

describing the group as a “cult”, the commenter is constructing her group as worshipers of a 

religious entity, which in this case would be Ana or Mia (sometimes referred to as 
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“Anamadim”3). This is in line with previous studies which have identified the personification 

of Ana and Mia as deities in the pro-ED community (Day & Keys, 2008:8). In (63) below, the 

author states that the group will be “very strict” and describes the grounds for membership, 

which include having to fill out daily calorie reports and do weekly weight checks, supposedly 

in order to ensure that members are adhering to the “laws” of Ana and Mia. Through this, the 

author is complying with one of the defining characteristic of cults, which is that they are 

intolerant of deviation (Spector & Lane, 2007:21).  

62. Join our skinny girl cult (Appendix D, line 561) 

63. Our group will be very strict, calorie reports every night and weight checks every Friday. 

(Appendix D, lines 565-566) 

In this post, word meaning is used by members of the community to define the ED group as 

female and skinny; to present the persistent goal of perfection and to construct outsiders as fat, 

unattractive and unwanted. Further, it is used to construct eating disorders as a solution and as 

a religion. Outsiders to the community use word meaning to construct eating disordered 

individuals as insecure, defenceless and desperate; and to construct eating disorders as self-

abuse. Metaphor is used by members to construct the body as problematic, and eating disorders 

as a journey, where thinness is the destination. Outsiders to the community use metaphor to 

construct eating disordered individuals as self-degrading. Finally, modality is used as a means 

of encouraging weight loss.  

  

  

                                                           
3 “Anamadim” is claimed to be the full name of “Ana”, when “Ana” is used to refer to a deity. “Anamadim” 
originated on an infamous pro-ana website called Ana’s Underground Grotto, where members even created a 
summoning spell to call on Anamadim.  
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6 Conclusion 

This study aimed to explore the ways in which members of pro-eating disorder communities 

use language to construct, navigate and articulate ideology and identity, and precisely what 

constitutes group membership on these sites.  

 Discussion 

6.1.1 Constructions of eating disorders 

Eating disorders on pro-ED websites are constructed as both positive and negative. EDs are 

repeatedly referred to as a sort of solution; firstly to the threat of food, as in “Food is SCARY 

– it is the evil that harms us by making us fat, no matter how small or healthy the portion. 

(Appendix A, lines 7-8), secondly to the problem of being bullied, as in “Would you rather 

have me go back to being fat? And endure all the bullying I went through before I joined Ana? 

…that would kill me faster than Ana would…” (Appendix D, lines 215-217); and finally to 

body image issues, which can be seen throughout Appendix D.  

Eating disorders are further constructed as “games”, where authors referred to playing these 

games as being both a voluntary and an unavoidable act, which can be seen through “A fun 

game of numbers and rituals” (Appendix A, lines 110-111) and “I see it as a somewhat cruel 

game we are forced to play” (Appendix A, line 132) respectively. In line with this, EDs are 

constructed firstly as choices, such as in “We have limited freedoms and well darn we better 

embrace the freedom of being who we want to be” (Appendix C, lines 346-347) and secondly 

as afflictions that happened suddenly and unexpectedly, as in “I sort of fell into the pattern by 

accident just eating smaller portions and stuff, and then started to get more into it.” (Appendix 

B, lines 55-57). One author further discusses playing a “game” to get out of recovery, and 

constructs returning to her disordered eating behaviours as being a prize, and further as her 

freedom, as seen in “And I can be set free. I am free now. I believe I am ready to fly” (Appendix 

C, lines 15-16). 

The construction of eating disorders as “lifestyles” is prevalent in Appendix B, C and D, where 

in Appendix D it is further constructed as being a lifestyle of simplicity, where one doesn’t 

have to worry about being fat or not being able to wear certain garments, as seen in “It will be 

worth it. To see an outfit in a store and be able to just buy it. To buy something online and not 

even have to try it on, you’ll just know it looks good … to look good in anything” (Appendix 

D, lines 10-13). The notion of eating disorders as a lifestyle, and eating disorders as a means 

to an end is continued in the metaphor of EDs as a journey, where thinness is a destination.  
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Negative depictions of EDs include the construction of them as harmful and unhealthy, and as 

being self-harm, even as “self-abuse”, as seen in “There’s more character in handling bullies 

than allowing them to control and drive you to self-abuse” (Appendix D, lines 223-224). 

Members of the pro-ED sites acknowledge the harmful nature of the disorders, referring to 

them as a “disease” (Appendix A, 5.), a “parasite” (Appendix A, 9.) and a “nightmare” 

(Appendix A, 5.), but usually further construct them as being necessary, or conclude that the 

“benefits” outweigh the consequences.  

6.1.2 Constructions of eating disordered individuals  

Across all of the blogs analysed in this study, authors position themselves as myth debunkers, 

figures of authority, sources of advice and inspiration, and gatekeepers of the community. This 

positioning is initially seen in the posts written by the authors themselves, and is a positioning 

that is accepted by members of the community. The pro-ED community construct themselves 

as beautiful, female, and skinny, which can be seen through examples such as “pretty lady” 

(Appendix A, 11.) and “skinny ladies” (Appendix D, 44.). In contrast, outsiders are constructed 

as the opposite of this; as being “fatass dogs” and “fatass feminists” (Appendix D, 53. & 54.). 

The pro-ED community further construct themselves as being in control, and additionally as 

having control over others (as seen in the discussion of Appendix C about using self-control in 

order to manipulate health care professionals). This self-control is prominent in discussions of 

food, where pro-ED members further construct themselves as being strong in resisting food 

and caloric intake, often using items like “stay strong” (Appendix D, 49.) when signing off 

from their posts and comments. In contrast, outsiders to the community construct members of 

the pro-ED community as desperate for, but lacking in, control. Additionally, they present 

members as desperate, self-degrading, and weak, which can be seen through the discussion of 

character and dealing with bullies, as in “There’s more character in handling bullies than 

allowing them to control and drive you to self-abuse” (Appendix D, lines 223-224). Members 

are further portrayed as selfish, but still self-loathing and helpless when faced with their 

disorders, as seen in “It is NOT all about you. Unfortunately, when you’re in your disorder, 

you cannot see that. Why? Because it’s narcissistic and because you cannot form logical 

thoughts, relationships…” (Appendix C, lines 421-423). 

“Ana” and “Mia” are personified in as both a loyal companion, as in “I lose all the eating habits 

but Ana stayed with me” (Appendix B, lines 62-64); and as a two girls with eating disorders, 

as seen in “I know what Ana Bella is going through … I know what Mia Jessica’s distorted 
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reflection looks like in her eyes” (Appendix C, lines 4-7) respectively. In Appendix D, “Ana” 

is further constructed as a discourse community, as seen in “And endure all the bullying I went 

through before I joined Ana? … that would  kill me faster than Ana would…” (Appendix D, 

lines 215-217). 

6.1.3 Constructions of outsiders 

Health care professionals are constructed as being “the enemy” in Appendices B and C, where 

they are labelled as “wackjobs” (30.) and “assholes” (31.). Scepticism and disbelief in their 

practices is displayed through the use of scare quotes placed around items like “the experts” 

(Appendix B, 13.) “treatment” (Appendix C, 27.) and “recovery” (Appendix C, 23.), and a 

denial of scientific discourse is highlighted in “For all their years and years of research and 

development, doctors, nurses, and therapists will NEVER understand the disordered mind if 

they have never lived it themselves … no amount of study and research will qualify you to 

“understand” until you’ve lived through it” (Appendix C, lines 8-11), where the author implies 

that health care professionals are still not qualified after numerous years of research. Outsiders 

commenting on the blogs are constructed as fat, unattractive, dirty, persistent and unwanted 

through the use of items such as “fatass feminists” (Appendix D, 53.), “fatass dogs” (Appendix 

D, 54.), “annoying” (Appendix D, 54.), and “roaches” (Appendix D, 53.).  

6.1.4 Constructions of food 

Food is constructed as the enemy in Appendices A, C and D. In Appendix A (4.), food is 

referred to as “scary” and “evil”, as something that does one “harm”. In Appendices C and D, 

food is constructed as a weakness, and as something that one needs strength to avoid. In 

Appendix C, it is referred to as “ana kryptonite” (30.) and in Appendix D, members encourage 

each other to “stay strong” (49.) when faced with food.  

6.1.5 The genre of pro-eating disorder blogs 

The genre of pro-eating disorder blogs is defined by an unbalanced, biased perspective, where 

members express extreme ideology surrounding self-starvation and disordered eating 

behaviours. In-group talk is used by members of the community as a means of encouragement, 

and as a way of defining themselves as a group. Metaphors are used by the community to 

construct themselves, their eating disorders, and outsiders; where the latter are constructed 

negatively. Idiosyncratic spelling and grammar is used on the blogs, and scare quotes are 

frequently used to express disbelief and scepticism. Capitalisation is frequently used for 
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emphasis. Intertextuality is used throughout the blogs both on blog posts and on other pages 

such as “thinspiration” and “quotes” pages.  

Outsiders are strongly opposed on these blogs, especially when they question the pro-ED 

ideology. When this happens, members of the pro-ED community often resort to defensive 

behaviours such as the use of expletives, name-calling and accusations. Screennames are used 

by members and outsiders, and usually consist of a commenter’s name or a combination of 

“Ana” or “Mia” and their name (such as “AnaSofie”). Screennames are further, but less 

frequently, used to communicate a commenter’s intentions or the content of their comment 

(such as “Need an Ana buddy!” or “Fuck off”).  

 Suggestions for future research 

Although this study provided an overview of the identity, ideology and group membership on 

pro-eating disorder blogs, the study could benefit from having a larger body of data. Further 

studies could focus on all aspects of the blogs rather than simply their main posts and 

comments, such as multimodal aspects like posts that rely on images. At this point, no linguistic 

study has centred in on other pages that are typical to pro-ED blogs, such as pages about the 

Ana religion, tips and tricks, or thinspiration quotes and images.  

Furthermore, pro-eating disorder blogs tend to be centred on Anorexia Nervosa and do not give 

a good overview of the types of ideologies expressed by individuals with Bulimia Nervosa, or 

who are “pro-Mia”. Bulimia Nervosa on the internet is far less researched than Anorexia 

Nervosa, and further studies could possibly focus on this on other platforms, such as forums.  
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7 Appendices 

 Appendix A 1 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2008 2 

One of the recent comments asked how to resist cravings.  3 

Well, my first reaction is to shiver: someone with legitimate anorexia doesn't actually get 4 

cravings for food. We get cravings for exercise, for hurting ourselves, for perfection. I 5 

actually CRAVE that hollow feeling of emptiness. It makes me feel so powerful, so in 6 

control. Food is SCARY - it is the evil that harms us by making us fat, no matter how small 7 

or healthy the portion. 8 

That being said, if you're looking for a website with diet advice, you've come to the wrong 9 

party, and I highly suggest you leave this site and look for some healthier form of weight loss 10 

like Jenny Craig or Weight Watchers. (Or, hell... just plain diet and exercise.) Please do not 11 

think that you can attempt to become anorexic. Eating disorders are no joke -- they are 12 

a disease. This is not a diet -- it is a NIGHTMARE. 13 

This public service announcement has been brought to you by... SUCK IT.  14 

We now return you to your regularly scheduled blog. 15 

For those of you who are wannarexic or binge-disordered, here's some hints that'll help you 16 

fight food cravings: 17 

- DRINK WATER. Tons of it. And NO, diet and/or calorie-free sodas do NOT count! 18 

WATER is the essence of life. The human body begins to die after 3 days without it. Teas 19 

and juices are great, but the more straight, plain WATER you can get, the better off you'll be. 20 

The recipe for a regular healthy person is this: take the number of your current weight in 21 

pounds and cut that in half - that's the number of OUNCES of water you should drink in a 22 

day. For someone who is fasting, I say double that.  23 

Here's a good way to make sure you get all your water daily. If you're not used to drinking 24 

lots of water, start off easy, say with half of what your body requires, and work your way up 25 

to the full dosage within a week. Never, ever chug. Water is most effective for your body's 26 

natural processes (and for keeping you full and satiated) if you sip it constantly throughout 27 

the day. 28 

Invest in refillable water bottles and some kind of filter pitcher. Buy as many as you need for 29 

a full day's water needs. (For me, I try to drink 3-5 liters [100-150 ounces] per day.) Fill all 30 

the water bottles the night before, and store them in your fridge, except for one you keep on 31 

your nightstand, preferably near the alarm clock. 32 
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 33 

When you first wake up in the morning, make a habit of sipping on that first bottle, first thing 34 

before your feet even hit the floor. Remember: DON'T CHUG. It'll just pass straight through 35 

you and do you no good. Sip maybe the first fourth of the bottle.  36 

Then, plan to pace yourself to finish all the bottles by end of day. Mentally divide the number 37 

of hours you'll be awake today, and compare it to the number of bottles you need to finish, 38 

then sip accordingly. For instance, I try to finish at least 1 liter before 10 am, one before 39 

noon, one by 4 pm, one at my workout and one before bed.  40 

ALWAYS keep a water bottle with you at all times, everywhere you go. Keep it IN YOUR 41 

HANDS if possible. You'll be surprised how often you take sips off of it without thinking. 42 

Don't wait to drink it until you're thirsty; pace yourself by time. Drink whatever else you want 43 

during the day, but do it in IN ADDITION; don't ever let that serve as water replacement. 44 

If the thought of just plain water completely turns you off, try some of the new water-45 

additions out there. (Just makes sure to read the labels carefully - try to avoid sugar, 46 

sweeteners, calories, and caffeine as much as possible.) One I just recently found and love is 47 

Benefiber's Cherry Pomegranate. It's way too sweet for the 16.9 oz bottle it recommends, but 48 

it's just about right in a liter for me. Plus the extra fiber adds to that feeling of satiety, and it 49 

turns my water a brilliantana-red, which serves as a helpful reminder throughout my day. ;) 50 

- Carry thinspiration. Whether it's a picture of your favorite skinny celeb, or a picture of 51 

yourself in your skinny days, find a place for it in your handbag, inside your cell phone case, 52 

ipod case, or any place handy where you'll remember to look often. Anytime you're tempted 53 

by food, look at your goal and remind yourself that NOTHING tastes as good as thin 54 

feels.Currently, Minnie and Renee's white-hot gowns grace my own wallet to remind me of 55 

my own upcoming red carpet appearances, but here's even more thinspiration for ya. 56 

- Chew sugar-free gum. If it's an oral fixation you're trying to curb, make sure to always have 57 

sugar-free gum handy. Or ice (although in excess, this can be damaging to your tooth 58 

enamel). That chewing motion fools you into thinking you're eating something. Just be sure 59 

to read the labels and make sure you get a very low-calorie gum, and never swallow it. Every 60 

calorie counts! 61 

Keep a full stomach of water, fool yourself into thinking you've chewed something, and keep 62 

your eye on the prize, and almost every craving can be fought.  63 

Starve on, my beauties, Starve On. 64 

POSTED BY ANA AT 6:21 PM 16 COMMENTS  65 

 66 

http://s483.photobucket.com/albums/rr191/AnaRegzig/celebs%20-%20other/?action=view&current=minniedriver.jpg
http://s483.photobucket.com/albums/rr191/AnaRegzig/renee%20zellweger/?action=view&current=reneezellweger-1.jpg
http://s483.photobucket.com/albums/rr191/AnaRegzig/
http://anaregzig.blogspot.co.za/2008/10/one-of-recent-comments-asked-how-to.html
https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=6450408905835213365&postID=6551495538961591191&isPopup=true
https://www.blogger.com/email-post.g?blogID=6450408905835213365&postID=6551495538961591191
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 67 

16 Comments 68 

Close this windowJump to comment form 69 

1 – 16 of 16 70 

 Isa said... 71 

Hi... Great thinspos and tips. Thanks... I really need to loose some serious weight 72 

now. I was wondering, do you think it's possible to loose 20 pounds in 2 weeks? If 73 

yes, how? like, only drinking water or what? If no, thanks anyway. Love reading your 74 

blog =D 75 

October 15, 2008 at 7:36 PM 76 

 hurts_so_good said... 77 

I tend to agree with you here, actually being anorexic does absolute wonders for my 78 

cravings *giggle* 79 

Starve on pretty lady! 80 

BXXX 81 

October 16, 2008 at 12:43 PM 82 

 hey.hana said... 83 

Fasting every other day sounds like a pretty rad idea... But does it fuck with your 84 

metabolism? And how many cals do you generally eat on days that you actually do 85 

eat? 86 

Jw, as I am impressed with your success! 87 

to the bones, 88 

x Hana 89 

October 17, 2008 at 2:29 AM 90 

 isabella said... 91 

Hi I'm Isa, from Italy. I'D been anorexix for many period of my life, an then bulimic. I 92 

founded your blog, and it's really beautiful even if I can't understand everything. 93 

sorry for my horrible english. 94 

at the moment I gained all my kg back. shit!!!!!!!!!! 95 

it because I broke down, and I LOOSE MY HAIR.my bones were dameged. 96 

now I good. yes too much good . I HATE MY SELF. can you help me to start agai my 97 

life with ana? 98 

I REALISED that I can't do it alone. 99 

javascript:;
javascript:;
https://www.blogger.com/profile/10434005348504793137
https://www.blogger.com/profile/02776457730215361943
https://www.blogger.com/profile/14813392629302305204
https://www.blogger.com/
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I DON'T know why....I'm imploring you. 100 

give me advice. 101 

yours sincerely. 102 

isa 103 

October 17, 2008 at 8:45 AM 104 

 Anonymous said... 105 

Not to be a wise ass or contradict this, but isn't it a craving that causes an anorexic to 106 

binge?? A SEVERE CRAVING? Like your body trying very VERY hard to get you 107 

to fuck up all that you've achieved?  108 

IDK. Maybe we are thinking the same thing but I always called it a craving.  109 

And I never felt like this was a disease, or a nightmare. More like a GIFT. A fun game 110 

of numbers and rituals. A RELIGION. 111 

But people tell me I'm crazy all the time, and to think this is something I've dealt with 112 

for years and not a SOUL even knows... 113 

But yeah. I'd love for you to shed some more light on that... I mean I want to know 114 

more about how you see it. 115 

November 6, 2008 at 11:32 PM 116 

 Anonymous said... 117 

great tips! 118 

January 1, 2009 at 10:36 PM 119 

 minnie said... 120 

I have been ana for quite some time now but just started researching for my first time 121 

today. 122 

 123 

I was really interested in how much emphasis you put on drinking water. I usually 124 

will have a bowl of cereal if anything to eat in one day but i rarely hydrate myself. I 125 

know its unhealthy but drinking water sometimes makes me want to binge. And i 126 

won't loose the fight against hunger. So, why so much water? 127 

Love the blog.  128 

Stay empty ;) 129 

February 3, 2009 at 3:55 PM 130 

 Joey said... 131 

http://www.proanagirl000.blogspot.com/
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I see it as a somewhat cruel game we are forced to play... it's not all bad we could 132 

win,end up thin and happy but more often were scared by gaining a pound... so, no 133 

you dont want to be anerexic but if you are you COULD end up happy. 134 

March 18, 2009 at 7:04 AM 135 

 Anonymous said... 136 

thanks so much for this! 137 

March 30, 2009 at 4:09 PM 138 

 Anonymous said... 139 

great tips :) 140 

i really want to get back to being skinny again and not being able to eat. 141 

x 142 

April 12, 2009 at 3:51 PM 143 

 Model Dancer&lt;3 said... 144 

hey! 145 

Nice Thinspos there:) 146 

U have such strong determination,keep it up!I suck at it.I keep giving in,but thks for 147 

the tips:) 148 

April 13, 2009 at 4:38 AM 149 

 lil_flic said... 150 

I'm new to this whole thing and you're the first person i've stumbled across. You're a 151 

genious. Im so glad that there are people out there like me...it makes me very happy. I 152 

dont feel so weird now. Thankyou :) you've really made my day :) 153 

April 23, 2009 at 2:42 PM 154 

 Anonymous said... 155 

Wow, I must say you are my thinspiration is you! Just reading your blogs help me a 156 

lot. Thanks so much! I love reading your blogs! 157 

May 10, 2009 at 8:28 PM 158 

 Bellatrixxxy said... 159 

Oh my, this is heartbreaking to read. Why would you ever want this for yourself? I've 160 

been Anorexic for quite some time and its completely ruined me.. I never WANTED 161 

to be anorexic, i was just deceived by my own psych... I see Anorexia as another 162 

entity embedded within my brain.. This is not me.. I am who I was born as... and I 163 

was not born Anorexic. I lost myself both physically and emotionally when this 164 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/01073286820201654640
https://www.blogger.com/profile/06652582868443269107
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parasite clung on. It's the worst thing that's ever happened to me... But recovering, I 165 

can find myself again. Yes it's difficult to accept food into your life again, but 166 

recovery is the only way to resurrect humanity. I hope you can delve back into the 167 

depths of your soul one day and listen for the cry of your dying spirit... Anyone can be 168 

free again. I may not have fully regained my liberty from this disease, but I can feel a 169 

birhgt future radiating on the path before me. We CAN find ourselves again. 170 

December 19, 2010 at 3:42 PM 171 

 Anonymous said... 172 

ohmygosh, i just started reading this blog and I think it's so great. anorexics get so 173 

alienated so it's good to know that there are others like us. rock on. 174 

January 30, 2011 at 11:40 PM 175 

 Anonymous said... 176 

your words comfort me in my moments of weakness bring back my courage and will 177 

to be back to the state i was how great it felt the pain in the beauty beauty in the 178 

pain..cant begin to explain how greatly helpful every post of yours is...the voice of 179 

your words echo in my daily rituals keeping the cravings at bay and knowing this day 180 

is a gift, a challenge, a step to a lighter tomorrow. eternally grateful =^.^=Top of 181 

Form  182 
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 Appendix B 1 

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2008 2 

What up, skinny bitches? 3 

I've been so sick in the last 36 hours, that there's not much to tell here. Been sleeping, 4 

coughing, drinking water, and sleeping. No food since the party. Don't even have the energy 5 

to weigh myself. Ugh. 6 

But I wanted to send a shout-out to one of the commenters. anonymous said: 7 

i have been trying to starve myself for AGES but watever happens after 3 days i have to 8 

binge!!!! so i end up putting on most of the weight i lost. 9 

tsk, tsk, tsk... This is not a weight-loss plan, honey. This is a lifestyle. What you're doing is 10 

crash dieting. If you're serious about weight-loss, you have to find something you can stick 11 

with for a lifetime. Set yourself some long-term achievable goals, and then "slow and steady 12 

wins the race." Try eating about 1200 calories a day and exercising moderately 3-5 times a 13 

week. 14 

At least that's what "the experts" say. To the rest of my skinny-minnies, starve on. 15 

POSTED BY ANA AT 4:07 PM 5 COMMENTS  16 

 17 

5 Comments 18 

Close this windowJump to comment form 19 

1 – 5 of 5 20 

 belle svelte said... 21 

feel better...but as horrible as this may sound, i always found that getting sick jump 22 

started my weight loss. there's always a silver lining somewhere =).  23 

 24 

none-the-less, feel better. 25 

September 20, 2008 at 8:24 PM 26 

 hey.hana said... 27 

I'm starting my first fast today and am super excited! I don't know, all the things I 28 

read online say it'll clear out all my toxins and is so good for me blah blah blah but 29 

you don't seem to be a fan... 30 

Is it just because your weight plateaued (sp?) or whatever? Slash if I just do five days 31 

with some juice ((so I don't kill myself with all the shit in my bloodstream)) and five 32 

with just water and then go back to restricting ((maybe I'll try your 438 :])) how 33 

http://anaregzig.blogspot.co.za/2008/09/what-up-skinny-bitches-ive-been-so-sick.html
https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=6450408905835213365&postID=5691997582293782319&isPopup=true
javascript:;
javascript:;
https://www.blogger.com/profile/04939073555489945700
https://www.blogger.com/profile/02776457730215361943
https://www.blogger.com/email-post.g?blogID=6450408905835213365&postID=5691997582293782319
https://www.blogger.com/
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effective might that be? 34 

Oh who cares I'm doing it anyway. 35 

Ooh! It's 9:14, I've been up for about an hour and the first hunger pains have settled 36 

in! Ordinarily I would attempt to sate them a bit with a fourth cup of cereal, but not 37 

today!  38 

All right I should stop being so excited and start going to school or something... ha ha 39 

ha. 40 

K girl I hope to get some positive motivation from you, since my only support comes 41 

from the net ((just like everyone else, I know)) 42 

Thanks for being here btw. 43 

Peace, 44 

hana 45 

September 22, 2008 at 11:21 AM 46 

 Alex said... 47 

Good advice. Just beginning with starving is asking for a binge. You need to begin 48 

restructing at first to understand your body, when it gets hungry, when it craves, what 49 

your weaknesses are, etc., then you can build an effective plan, whether it's 1000 cals 50 

or 200 a day ... it's all about pesonalizing it. 51 

September 23, 2008 at 11:39 AM 52 

 Anonymous said... 53 

I love all the comments on this post! 54 

I fully agree with what everyone is saying about starting out. I sort of fell into the 55 

pattern by accident just eating smaller portions and stuff, and then starting to get more 56 

into it.  57 

btw love the thinspration keep it up! 58 

-LooksOnly 59 

December 15, 2009 at 3:02 AM 60 

 lowenzahn said... 61 

Yeah I've just sort ot fallen into it. I used to be a model in the UK and had an 62 

intervention myself when I was too thin, but it never left me. I went to "rehab" in 63 

Indonesia and it never left me. I lost all the eating habits but Ana stayed with me. 64 

I don't know whether this is helping me at all, but I have coffee with soy and it keeps 65 

me going. I also use those diet shakes. I'm sure they're just full of sugar but it 66 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/16091208891223635684
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definately keeps the cravings away. I keep a packet of miso soup with me incase I'm 67 

forced to eat around someone. 68 

Started getting back into modelling a couple weeks ago and have people noticing I'm 69 

much larger than last time I worked with them although friends have noticed a weight 70 

loss. The first time someone says you're looking so good is such a good feeling. 71 

I'm with you all. 72 

  73 
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 Appendix C 1 

SATURDAY, MAY 30, 2009 2 

What did I learn during my time in "recovery"? 3 

I like to thoroughly examine both sides of a story before making my own judgement. I know 4 

what Ana Bella is going through, why she thinks the way she does. I know what Mia Jessica's 5 

distorted reflection looks like in her eyes. Those connections make us kin in a way no other 6 

relationship can connect people. 7 

For all their years and years of research and development, doctors, nurses, and therapists will 8 

NEVER understand the disordered mind if they have never lived it themselves. It appalls me 9 

to hear them say, "I understand what you're telling me..." Nothing infuriates me faster. No 10 

amount of study and research will qualify you to "understand" until you've lived through it. 11 

I have a new respect for the self-control of my tongue, as well as self-control of my weight. I 12 

can retrain my mind and body to learn to play any game for a little while, tell you what you 13 

think you want to hear, show you what you think you want to see, if it gets me to my end. I 14 

can make you believe you have "healed" me. And I can be set free. 15 

I am free now. I believe I am ready to fly again. 16 

POSTED BY ANA AT 12:59 PM 65 COMMENTS  17 

65 Comments 18 

Close this windowJump to comment form 19 

1 – 65 of 65 20 

 Anonymous said... 21 

You are such a fantastic writer--please post often--I look to you for strength. 22 

May 30, 2009 at 1:32 PM 23 

 Anonymous said... 24 

I am so glad that you are back. I started a liquid fast today -"the lemon detox". It is 25 

my first one ever. I hope I can do it for seven days. According to Elle magazine, I can 26 

lose up to seven pounds in seven days! I'm thinking about doing a salt water flush 27 

also. Continue to fly! 28 

Tana 29 

May 30, 2009 at 2:32 PM 30 

 Gettingsmaller1 said... 31 

I agree that "recovery" is all about learning to play the game. I was in with a girl that 32 

went to the ground (literally kicking and screaming)every night at dinner b/c they 33 

http://anaregzig.blogspot.co.za/2009/05/what-did-i-learn-during-my-time-in.html
https://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=6450408905835213365&postID=2937055119548091579&isPopup=true
javascript:;
javascript:;
https://www.blogger.com/email-post.g?blogID=6450408905835213365&postID=2937055119548091579
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made her eat butter. They knew it was her Ana cryptonite, and they fucking didn't 34 

care. In fact, I swear they took perverse glee in doing it. Assholes. 35 

May 30, 2009 at 2:41 PM 36 

 KatUK said... 37 

You sound happier and glad to hear from you so soon after finding you - Ur so far 38 

away but feel like someone i can talk to. 39 

Be careful though, when you say you can make the believe, they have their own tricks 40 

as well, and just close off when they talk to you, dont listen to what they say 41 

otherwise u will jus make urself angry and their not worth it. 42 

U are worth it though. 43 

May 30, 2009 at 3:11 PM 44 

 Anonymous said... 45 

Welcome back. 46 

M. 47 

May 30, 2009 at 4:07 PM 48 

 Anonymous said... 49 

thanks for posting again. 50 

the second bullet is completely true. happy-ass doctors who've lived in a perfect 51 

fucking bubble all their lives have no fucking clue what anyone living with a disorder 52 

is going through. they act like they are some sort of miracle worker who's there to 53 

save souls or something, but they're dead-fucking-wrong. i'm psyched that your back, 54 

and good luck in the future :) 55 

May 30, 2009 at 7:39 PM 56 

 Amanda Nicole said... 57 

I recently started reading your blog and I love it. I love the pure honesty of your 58 

situation and even the shared feelings you have of people who say they know how 59 

you feel, I hate doctors, hospitals and the likes. I cannot say I support your decisions 60 

of anorexia because I am not 'pro-ana' but, I cannot condemn you because i'd be a 61 

hypocrite. Recently I have gotten alot of attention from friends and family over my 62 

'fragile frame'. I am having a hard time convincing them I am eatting and I have 63 

stopped using cocaine. Do you know anything I can do to hold on to my precious 64 

obsessions without actually giving them up? 65 

 66 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/01039166326646333174
http://www.myspace.com/the_original_ms_hollywood
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By the way, I am so sorry you had to get treatment, I think thats the worst part of the 67 

disorder. The realization that the wackjobs in the white coats are getting paod lots of 68 

money to make you fat just so you can leave them, isolate yourself, and relapse. 69 

May 30, 2009 at 10:19 PM 70 

 Heatherskies said... 71 

I haven't commented before, just read, and you've given me so much strength with 72 

your posts, and I'm really happy to see you back. As for the last paragraph, I 73 

understand so well. No one can "know" an actress, unless she lets them. Stay strong, 74 

stay beautiful 75 

May 30, 2009 at 10:19 PM 76 

 Anonymous said... 77 

I find this blog to be the absolue best! U effing rock! 78 

May 30, 2009 at 11:52 PM 79 

 Bri said... 80 

U give me so much strength ana. Continue to post please. :-D 81 

May 31, 2009 at 12:40 AM 82 

 Anonymous said... 83 

write more often-we want you back 84 

xx's 85 

May 31, 2009 at 3:51 AM 86 

 R xx said... 87 

i am so glad, i agree with everything you just said..  88 

they will never understand, but we know.. and we understand.. and we will read your 89 

blog and drink your every word for you are an inspiration and im so glad you have 90 

posted again..  91 

I have just started a water fast.. i say i want to go for 14days.. but i will see if i can 92 

make it 7 -but i feel so encouraged now you are back,  93 

stay strong, im so glad you are free 94 

we will never truly be healed they will never understand.. no amount of intervention 95 

can ever fix us. they have NO IDEA. how this feels. every day. 96 

but i know you know.. and i know u struggle along every day same as I and i am glad 97 

you are back.. i know you never truly left 98 

much love.. xx 99 
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May 31, 2009 at 6:59 AM 100 

 Libertine said... 101 

One thing that I've noticed while being disordered, is that manipulation comes as part 102 

of the package. 103 

And it's great.  104 

Hope you're doing well  105 

xx 106 

May 31, 2009 at 8:46 AM 107 

 Anonymous said... 108 

Got worried about you ... but its good to have to back stronger than before with that 109 

self-control .... :)dont stop 110 

May 31, 2009 at 11:37 AM 111 

 Anonymous said... 112 

sure, it's all great. the manipulation, the lying, the hiding, the pukin', the nearly-dying. 113 

It's all so damned great it makes me puke. over and over again. what makes you insist 114 

on the point, that it's all your decision? well, it's not mine, but ana won't leave me 115 

anyway. 116 

*haha, isn't it funny, the word verification asks me to type "weeka"* 117 

June 1, 2009 at 1:15 AM 118 

 Anonymous said... 119 

please post more :) 120 

June 1, 2009 at 5:45 AM 121 

 Africana said... 122 

Fly high beautiful butterfly.  123 

You have been sorely missed. <3 124 

June 1, 2009 at 8:57 AM 125 

 L.B. said... 126 

I'm a "happy-ass" doctor. :) (I'll be the first to admit most doctors are pretty fucked up 127 

-- no perfect bubbles.) And I do understand. I understand the power and control and 128 

esteem you feel when you are winning the game. How good it feels to be slim and 129 

light and empty. The joy of seeing outlines of bones under your skin. I admire your 130 

self-discipline. I can restrict till the fat cows come home, but I'll be damned if I can 131 

keep my happy ass in the gym for longer than an hour. My new goals: two hours of 132 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/01436421435882361289
https://www.blogger.com/profile/04376637152395042588
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actively burning calories a day, and knocking out the 45 kcal of creamer in my coffee 133 

so I can stay under 300kcal/day. Glad you've got your strength back! 134 

June 1, 2009 at 1:17 PM 135 

 Anonymous said... 136 

THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU!!!! 137 

You're back! I was checking this all the time to see when a new post would be up! 138 

You're a true source for hope for all us girls.  139 

You keep me staying strong! <3 140 

June 1, 2009 at 1:46 PM 141 

 Anonymous said... 142 

I recently started to read your blog also. I love it and i find that you give me a lot of 143 

helpful tips, inspriation, and a common ground where i cant seem to find it in 144 

everyday life. You in a way give me strength. So keep flying and posting. :) 145 

June 1, 2009 at 2:50 PM 146 

 Anonymous said... 147 

I had the worst day yesterday (men suck) and wasn't sure how to stay strong and your 148 

blog inspired me to choose to undertake a liquid fast complete with a couple of soya 149 

cappuccinos to get me through my first one. Wavered a bit this evening but kept with 150 

it. Going to try to do it once a week every Monday.  151 

Take care of yourself x 152 

June 1, 2009 at 5:01 PM 153 

 Anonymous said... 154 

Hey, I've been reading for a while now and I have to say, you are a truly inspiring 155 

person. Not because of your eating disorder, more because of your sheer 156 

determination. I am actually in awe. But do you think you could ever be happy if you 157 

weren't thin? 158 

I know that to you this might sound like an ignorant question, and I don't have an ED 159 

so I know I could never understand fully. But it just seems like you have so much 160 

going for you. And don't you ever feel bad about having to hide from the people 161 

around you? (This is a genuine question, not a snide remark btw) 162 

Well, anyway, good luck in whatever you decide to do. I can't help hoping you'll 163 

change your mind, but it's your body and your life.  164 

Much love, Hope xoxox 165 
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June 1, 2009 at 5:03 PM 166 

 lu said... 167 

soo true bout them not understanding a disordered ming...but isn't it like that in 168 

general? I mean, can one undersand someone else's mind, even when it's not 169 

disordered? 170 

take care xoxo 171 

June 1, 2009 at 5:24 PM 172 

 Anonymous said... 173 

...you are SO right it isn't even funny. I've been outpatient for two weeks now after 174 

having been inpatient for about 11 days, and I've fooled them in so many different 175 

ways it's sick...carrying my two pound cell phone during all their clothed weigh-ins 176 

for instance. XD Altogether I think I've lost around 17 pounds throughout 'treatment' 177 

for my 'Eating disorder'. You go, girl! =) 178 

June 1, 2009 at 8:34 PM 179 

 Bri-lah! said... 180 

I'm on the second day of my fast. I believe u'd b proud f me if yu saw how I avoided 181 

food, and gavemine to other people. Yu'd be proud of my control if u saw it urself. ♥ 182 

ya Ana! SS and TT 183 

June 2, 2009 at 7:33 AM 184 

 "Jenny" said... 185 

I would just like to thank you for this site, i have felt that i have been on my own with 186 

my ana, and im so glad to have a page like this to go to and get inspiration and 187 

comfort. Thank you! 188 

June 3, 2009 at 6:21 AM 189 

 Anonymous said... 190 

missed you 191 

x 192 

June 3, 2009 at 2:50 PM 193 

 Holly said... 194 

I believe you're ready to fly too. 195 

June 3, 2009 at 3:04 PM 196 

 Anonymous said... 197 

totally love ur blog!~ it's my dose of inspiration <3 198 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/17578522317099405721
https://www.blogger.com/profile/01191112159650497785
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June 4, 2009 at 3:54 AM 199 

 DepressionFromNowhere said... 200 

*hugs* good to hear from you 201 

June 4, 2009 at 5:01 AM 202 

 Anonymous said... 203 

We are all so proud of you! You are an amazing blogger. <3 204 

June 4, 2009 at 4:38 PM 205 

 Alice said... 206 

I've just started blogging, and I find this blog to be a great inspiration. I hope to see 207 

more posts from you and frequent updates. 208 

June 4, 2009 at 5:37 PM 209 

 Anonymous said... 210 

I started reading your blog recently and it has really helped me stick it out. before i 211 

had no one to guide me, i just need someone to tell me how 212 

June 4, 2009 at 7:53 PM 213 

 Anonymous said... 214 

I looove your blog - I hope you start posting again soon and you're doing OK. I love 215 

the way you write. 216 

xo 217 

June 5, 2009 at 3:17 AM 218 

 Anonymous said... 219 

i just found your blog and read the whole lot in one go. I was ana from 15yrs to 25yrs 220 

and now i am a fat 27yr old beast at 150lbs. i love how pepople think you are 'better' 221 

now. 'wasn't it horrible when you were ill'. don't they realise it doesn't go away? i just 222 

hate myself even more now and am going to sort it. starting today. you are truly my 223 

thinsparation. restriction starts here......wish me luck 224 

 225 

xxx 226 

June 5, 2009 at 8:05 AM 227 

 Anonymous said... 228 

Welcome back, sista. You will fly again,,, 229 

June 5, 2009 at 10:01 AM 230 

 Anonymous said... 231 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/11276771500715094654
https://www.blogger.com/profile/04484683358620296323
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Hey! God i started reading your blog a couple of months ago and its so inspirational 232 

or thinspirational. It sucks that you got intervened. My family is always nagging for 233 

me to eat something so i cannot imagine how difficult it must have been for you. I 234 

think the term for my disorder is a little of anorexia and bulimia. Simply because i 235 

have this strong aversion to foods and all day i think about what im eating if its gum 236 

write it down. I hate food sometimes no matter how good it may smell or taste. It 237 

reminds me of being Fat again, and the thought nearly kills me. I exercise even when i 238 

have not consumed any calories.. i havee to burn that fat and god knowss we hate that. 239 

And the bulimia part well when i cannot control myself and i allow myself a small 240 

bite; i tend to over eat; and throw up; even though i dont binge if i eat 500-400 241 

calories in one day i will throw it out of my body.. im also a vegetarian so that help a 242 

lot.  243 

Any ways!! I'm glad your back. You seem like a great person and as long as you want 244 

to be yourself and believe in what you wish to believe in. Dont let others infulence the 245 

way you live you life. We have limited freedoms and well darn we better embrace the 246 

freedom of being who we want to be. No matter what they say..!! 247 

Much Love & Support.. 248 

J. 249 

June 5, 2009 at 3:35 PM 250 

 Anonymous said... 251 

heyy, 252 

hope you're well my sweetness! 253 

just wanted to ask your advice on drinking water, particularly on an empty stomach. i 254 

try to face myself but i can barely standing taking one fucking sip! 255 

take care. 256 

June 5, 2009 at 10:27 PM 257 

 Anonymous said... 258 

I really hated it when my dad said, no wait, THOUGHT he understood my situation 259 

because he has seen the models on E!. glad youre back, ana :) 260 

June 6, 2009 at 5:06 AM 261 

 E. said... 262 

let us be part of your freedom and the way on your flight back to what you are. 263 

i,aswell, need a new start . 264 
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we love you! 265 

xoxo 266 

E. 267 

June 6, 2009 at 7:43 PM 268 

 Anonymous said... 269 

I have enjoyed your blog immensely. We have some things in common...I also am in 270 

an image-conscious profession (classical music performing) and understand a lot of 271 

what you deal with. Keep being strong. 272 

June 7, 2009 at 1:09 AM 273 

 Hannah &lt;3 said... 274 

Dear Ana, I've missed you more than I can describe in words on a comment board, 275 

and I welcome you back with open arms. When I read your blog, I feel like I am not 276 

alone, like there is someone out there who can actually say they know what it is like. 277 

Once again I find myself out of words. I hope to hear from you often, because when I 278 

see those few short sentences on a new post, my heart flutters. 279 

Keep strong, we all love you more than you can ever know. 280 

June 9, 2009 at 8:53 PM 281 

 Anonymous said... 282 

Your blog is a huge inspiration for me! I know what you mean when you say that the 283 

emptiness is like a high, I just love it. I royal fucked up today but I'm hoping to do a 284 

water fast tomorrow and try to ween myself off of food for a little. I bought some 285 

clothes at the mall today but now I feel like a fat cow so I'm hoping that my new 286 

wardrobe will help motivate me. 287 

June 11, 2009 at 12:40 AM 288 

 Anonymous said... 289 

I´ve just been twice at psiquiatrist´s. It didn`t work at all. But I am out now. I made it 290 

by myself, and some people who love me. No doctors. They don´t understand. Neither 291 

friends or family do, but at least, they love you. Probably I will never be completely 292 

recovered, as an alcoholic will never be either. However, it worths a lot being alive, 293 

enjoying life, with no scales. 294 

Thanks, a lot. 295 

Be strong. 296 

June 11, 2009 at 8:57 AM 297 
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 Anonymous said... 298 

amen on your second point. No one can show you how to get out of the woods who 299 

hasn't been lost in there themselves. Doctors, nurses, well meaning relatives will 300 

never study enough to GET that we're just fundamentally put together different. This 301 

is not just in our heads, but our very cells.  302 

Missed your voice. Glad you are ok. 303 

June 11, 2009 at 12:22 PM 304 

 B said... 305 

I've read your whole blog in just one day. Amazing. You're strength is inspiring. I've 306 

actually decided to start my own blog. 307 

Thanks. 308 

Fly high. 309 

June 11, 2009 at 9:39 PM 310 

 Anonymous said... 311 

You're such an inspiration - and you were even while you were gone! I'm so glad you 312 

are back. 313 

June 12, 2009 at 1:14 AM 314 

 Anonymous said... 315 

i admire your self control...something i never seem to have 316 

June 12, 2009 at 9:28 AM 317 

 yourmarchingsunshine2012 said... 318 

I tried recovery last year. 319 

And, I'm just too weak for it. 320 

Please post often. 321 

I really enjoy your blog[: 322 

Good luck with everything! 323 

June 12, 2009 at 6:33 PM 324 

 Anonymous said... 325 

I recovered for quite a while..... 10 years. But, I am back. I had 3 children and started 326 

losing weight just to look good. It started with healthy eating, then 1 hour of exercise, 327 

then 2 hours, then protein shakes only, then 400 cals a day. Well, I can't say I'm 328 

particularly thin either! My friends are all sooo impressed with my self control. They 329 

say "at your age you can only be so thin". But, frankly, it just infuriates me that I am 330 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/08088955189164120794
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still not truly thin. I did however find much thinspiration here. I can do it. I can stay 331 

strong. My fucked up metabolism really gets me down. Yet, the only way to lose 332 

weight is to cut back further. I actually find myself saying "just find that inner ana". 333 

Interesting mantra for a 36 year old mother of 3. I have vowed liquid fasting for the 334 

weekend, as weekends are my downfall (parties and entertaining - food and a bikini - 335 

yikes!). I vacillate between ana and mia. Always have.... I started around 7th grade. 336 

Sooo.... here we go again. Thanks for the thinspiration. 337 

Mom 338 

June 12, 2009 at 11:35 PM 339 

 breathexintome said... 340 

You are an inspiration. 341 

&, i wish you the best. 342 

June 13, 2009 at 7:32 AM 343 

 Anonymous said... 344 

It's sooo great to see you back! You're a big inspiration for me and I will keep my 345 

fingers crossed for your flight :) 346 

June 13, 2009 at 1:42 PM 347 

 Candy Audrina said... 348 

I began to read your blog not too long ago, when I needed strength to pull through. I 349 

sat down at my laptop and read all of the posts, oldest to newest. They're so 350 

inspirational and I love how honest everything you say is. 351 

The second bullet is so true. People will sit there and judge us, but they've never gone 352 

through it. When my mia started to be exposed to everyone I knew, I was called the 353 

"throwing up girl." I didn't care, though, because no one UNDERSTOOD. Any 354 

therapist will sit there and tell you, "I understand that you're going through a hard 355 

time and I'm here to help!" BULL. They're paid to sit there and tell you that you're full 356 

of crap. No joke, one therapist said that to me.  357 

Anyhow, I'm glad you're back! You're a fantastic blogger. 358 

June 14, 2009 at 3:17 PM 359 

 Anonymous said... 360 

I just wanted to say I recently found your blog and it comforts me that there are other 361 

people that are going through the same thing as me. I'm home for the summer and it's 362 

hard dealing with my parents as they constantly are trying to get me to eat. When I'm 363 
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away at school it's easier for me to fast and keep the wonderful empty feeling in my 364 

stomach. Under the constant pressure of my parents I have since gained 10 lbs since 365 

being home. I feel so fat and disgusting when i look at myself in the mirror. I'm 366 

counting down the time I have left until i can go back to school. You are truly an 367 

inspiration to me. thank you 368 

take care 369 

June 14, 2009 at 9:48 PM 370 

 Anonymous said... 371 

how much did you weigh before you got sent to recovery? because you must have 372 

done a really good job sticking to your goals 373 

good luck! 374 

June 15, 2009 at 1:07 PM 375 

 Anonymous said... 376 

Glad you're back!  377 

You are so right; people will never understand what ana is like unless they've gone 378 

through it themselves. 379 

Stay strong and fly high <3 380 

June 18, 2009 at 7:19 AM 381 

 Anonymous said... 382 

i love your blog 383 

June 30, 2009 at 2:33 PM 384 

 Nancy Salazar said... 385 

hi, i am writing a research paper on eating disorders (don't delete this comment just 386 

yet) and i came upon your blog. before this paper, i didn't realize how much of a 387 

disorder i myself struggled with. i saw the signs, but blew them off. so, i don't fully 388 

understand what you-and all the other ppl- are going through, but i know enough to 389 

tell you that God created you beautiful and in His image. i don't mean to sound corny, 390 

but it's true. it's when we realize that He created us individually that we start 391 

appreciating ourselves and our bodies. Don't hurt your body... 392 

December 2, 2009 at 9:48 PM 393 

 Mary said... 394 

Hi there, I'm 32 and have never suffered an eating disorder. I am bipolar and have 395 

been hospitalized and played the game to get out. So I know what you are talking 396 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/12267387697618285929
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about there. I used to visit pro Ana sites many years ago and loved reading them. I've 397 

had a weight battle myself and regularly goto the gym. I feel shame when I put on 398 

weight.  399 

I'm studying social work but it's a slow process because I recently had my third child. 400 

I want to help people like me and you. I don't want to force recovery on anyone but be 401 

able to be there for someone who wants to climb out of hell. Real life teaches you 402 

more than books and university ever could. Your writing is wonderful and your pain 403 

and suffering is blessing in disguise. If you survive this eating disorder the strength 404 

and lessons learnt and your ability to write will lead you to be a great healer. Your 405 

already a great healer. Good luck. 406 

January 29, 2010 at 6:08 PM 407 

 Tee Scientess said... 408 

To the person who runs this destructive, selfish, blog: 409 

As someone who was released from a treatment facility in november and struggles 410 

daily after having an ED for 10 years and almost DYING, i'm going to tell you a few 411 

things wrong about your statement: 412 

1. An eating disorder is an eating disorder. It is the SAME problem. Just like Self 413 

Injury and Substance abuse. You are trying to kill something on the inside and you're 414 

doing it through food. Yes, you and I and people like us are afraid of inanimate 415 

objects. Who cares if it's Anorexia Bulimia Binge ED NOS Exercise or Pica, it's ALL 416 

compulsive. 417 

2. Half the people who go into ed recovery programs as counselors are those who 418 

have HAD EDs. So yes, they understand. You are not alone You are not the only 419 

person with an Eating disorder. You are just too mentally disordered at this point to 420 

realize that. And selfish. It is NOT all about you. Unfortunately, when you're in your 421 

disorder, you cannot see that. Why? Because it's narcissistic and because you cannot 422 

form logical thoughts, relationships, or do any sort of creative work when you're with 423 

your Ed. And the sad thing? You already know this. You are INCAPABLE of 424 

forming any sort of connection with ANYONE because a) you currently have no 425 

emotions because of lack of food and b) because your disorder is consuming. So yes, 426 

you're being fake. 427 

3. It is not about them HEALING you, it is about you HEALING yourself. You 428 

wasted your time and your parents money going into treatment if you're not going to 429 

do anything about it. It's selfish. Start working. Start looking at hope. Allow yourself 430 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/13014171720089564302
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to be FREE of your disorder you deserve that. Why are you hurting yourself? You are 431 

hurting the people who love you. And what happens if it's too late and you have no 432 

one? What then? 433 

4. You talk about how the intervention made you "cry". Then do something. Motivate 434 

yourself. Stop being stubborn and find SOMETHING to grasp on. I suggest deleting 435 

your blog for one since you are just throwing yourself more into your disorder and 436 

your "come on girls who's with me for a 30 hour fast"? My opinion? Keep your 437 

DISORDER TO YOURSELF. Stop PUSHING it onto other people stop being 438 

SELFISH and trying to encourage people to harm themselves.  439 

You are NOT worthless. You have to see that. You are BEAUTIFUL and 440 

DESERVING.  441 

Oh P.s When you don't eat your brain shrinks. Which means already, you are losing 442 

brain matter. Fix that? Eat. The only way to EVER be happy is to be HEALTHY.  443 

Hold onto that thought and stop cheating yourself by making fucked up excuses. 444 

Stay STRONG and no I don't mean by STARVING I MEAN BY KICKING YOUR 445 

DISORDER TO THE CURB. 446 

March 11, 2010 at 7:23 PM 447 

 Anonymous said... 448 

I am truly inspired by your amazing self control. Honestly, I would not even consider 449 

myself ana because I find that I can only hold onto a fast for five days before I fall 450 

back into the black hole of food. Sometimes I truly disgust myself. My problem is 451 

though that my parents threaten me all the time about losing too much weight. I'm 452 

planning on going to college this year but my parents warned me that if I lost too 453 

much weight that is not going to happen. So I'm basically stuck. I either have to give 454 

up my future or my sanity and happiness. Reading your blog really helps me sort 455 

things out. Please, please start writing again! 456 

May 26, 2010 at 4:55 PM 457 

 Anonymous said... 458 

What I hate, I absolutely HATE, is when a nurse or someone will give some fake shit 459 

like "I used to be anorexic".. When it's completely obvious they haven't. They try to 460 

make it seem like they've been in our shoes so we'll have faith in treatment. I find it so 461 

appalling, offensive, and down right disgusting when they say these things. It just 462 

gives me one more reason why I shouldn't trust them. Lies. 463 
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July 1, 2010 at 11:24 PM 464 

 Tiny said... 465 

Anna - you are a wonderful person. I really like your blog and what you write. I found 466 

your blog a lot of useful and interesting information for me. I am very glad that you 467 

are. continue to write more. I'm interested to be your reader. 468 

September 18, 2010 at 8:14 AM 469 

 Anonymous said... 470 

"No amount of study and research will qualify you ti 'understand' until you've lived 471 

through it," I've been addicted and I've been starvinf and I see epole studdying 472 

addiction and ED's to become nurses or social workers and I don't know if I want to 473 

laugh or puke. Truer words haven't been spoken. 474 

December 25, 2010 at 8:42 PM 475 

 Anonymous said... 476 

I completely understand, i just got out of a 6 month stay in a treatment center. There 477 

were a whole mess of over weight nurses and therapists saying what they 478 

"understood" what i was thinking. It was incredibly annoying. 479 

February 28, 2011 at 6:39 PM  480 

https://www.blogger.com/profile/04099566982796296125
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 Appendix D 
LOOKING GOOD  

Posted on March 13, 2016 

89 

Dear Skinny Ladies, 

When was the last time you didn’t buy something because you looked fat in it? Most people 

can say pretty recently. Trying on a cute dress in a store and realizing it just doesn’t look 

good on you because it’s clinging to your fat thighs or stomach. There’s this idea of 

perfection, looking perfect, always in the back of your mind. That’s the reason we do it. Or at 

least one of the major ones. So your daily dose of inspiration… It will be worth it. To see an 

outfit in a store and be able to just buy it. To buy something online and not even have to try it 

on, you’ll just know it looks good. To take a billion Instagram photos in your new hot bikini 

on spring break. To look good in anything. Stay strong babies, and you will get there!  

   

xoxo L 

  

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comments
https://theproanalifestyleforever.files.wordpress.com/2016/03/img_9245.jpg
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89 THOUGHTS ON “LOOKING GOOD ” 

1. Imogen 

MARCH 13, 2016 AT 10:24 AM 

Hey, do you have any advice or tips for new Ana’s. Like what do you do when you and Ana 

have just became friends? How do you train your self, how do you hide it, how can you 

become anorexic? 

I just want to be skinny, I want to have control on something in my life, I just was to feel like 

something 

Reply 

o theproanalifestyleforever 

MARCH 13, 2016 AT 10:49 AM 

Check out some of my earlier posts and the Ana tips and tricks heading as well as the Ana 

religion and lifestyle heading. xoxo L 

Reply 

 Lexi gray 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 2:49 AM 

Hey I just want to reach out a hand and help. Please PLEASE don’t do this to yourself!!! Its 

soo not good for your body and can damage it severely! Please talk to someone about this and 

your feelings. Get help! I would hate to see someone lose there life over waight ! If you 

would like to talk to someone massage me! 

Reply 

 fuck.off 

APRIL 2, 2016 AT 2:41 PM 

Please fuck off. God you fatass feminists are like roaches. Shouldn’t you be causing 

earthquakes or eating someone right now? 

Reply 

 twilightgirl33 

JULY 2, 2016 AT 5:31 PM 

“God you fatass feminists are like roaches”, i’m not even going to bother commenting about 

the feminism part, but honestly, calling other people “fatass” to make your feel better about 

yourself is LOW. And i’ve spoken to too many low survivors. Some people are happy and 

confident in their own skin. It makes me so disappointed we use the word “fat” or “fatass” to 

insult people… 

Reply 

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19334
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19334#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19336
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19336#respond
http://none/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19404
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19404#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-20647
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=20647#respond
http://twilightgirl33.wordpress.com/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-27456
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=27456#respond
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o Not important 

MARCH 13, 2016 AT 1:08 PM 

Get away from this website, it is poisonous and only does you harm 

Reply 

 Anas.left.hand.girl 

APRIL 2, 2016 AT 2:34 PM 

Why don’t you get off thos website. 

Reply 

 twilightgirl33 

JULY 2, 2016 AT 5:32 PM 

Because maybe there’s actually some people out there who are willing to help and you’re just 

pushing them away. 

Reply 

o Nicole 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 6:56 PM 

I am a new Ana and could use some help to stay strong! 

Reply 

o . 

JULY 2, 2016 AT 8:02 PM 

“Anorexia Nervosa is a deadly disease. Once you have it – assuming you don’t die a long, 

painful death from malnutrition – you will never, ever be truly well again. You will spend the 

rest of your life feeling empty, lost, alone and inadequate. If you have come here looking to 

“get” anorexia, I recommend you do your research on what that actually means before you 

make up your mind. There is nothing beautiful or glamourous about Anorexia Nervosa.” 

Reply 

o 84_bodyconfidence_23xo. 

JULY 21, 2016 AT 1:57 PM 

You want to have anorexia? 

Reply 

2. Jen 

MARCH 13, 2016 AT 3:44 PM 

Really appreciate the words of encouragement! Glad to see this account active again!! Thank 

you 

Reply 

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19343
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19343#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-20643
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=20643#respond
http://twilightgirl33.wordpress.com/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-27457
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=27457#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19448
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19448#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-27477
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=27477#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-28763
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=28763#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19355
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19355#respond
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3. butterflyana 

MARCH 13, 2016 AT 4:42 PM 

Hey ana’s. I’m in need of an Ana buddy and was wondering that would be my buddy. I want 

to lose 20 pounds fast and I’m in need of some tips and tricks and someone to push me. 

Anyone Down?? If so my number is 1-314-782-8133! Thanks  

Reply 

o Erika 

MARCH 13, 2016 AT 11:55 PM 

Hey darling, I’d be happy to be your ana buddy. Sadly, the only way I can contact you is 

through a site called quotev. My current weight is 142 (I’m so fat  ), and my end goal is 

90 pounds. Leave a comment on my quotev profile to let me know if you’re down for it (My 

username is DKTforever), or reply to this. Have a great night, and starve on!  

Reply 

 butterflyana 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 1:28 AM 

Hey. Put a link to your profile and we can chat there! Thanks.  

Reply 

 Erika 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 5:42 PM 

https://www.quotev.com/DKTforever 

Here you go darling! :3 

Reply 

 AmyaHope 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 10:10 AM 

you’re 142lbs if you lose 90lbs you’ll be 52lbs which means you’ll probably have some life 

threatning issues when you get to 80-90lbs 

if you lose 90lbs you’ll look like an ugly skeleton 

but if you lose 10 or 15 you’ll look better than a skeleton(you are already beautiful) 

you’re not fat you’re thick 

thick is nice and strong 

Reply 

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19360
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19360#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19391
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19391#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19394
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19394#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19443
https://www.quotev.com/DKTforever
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19443#respond
http://wordpress77685.wordpress.com/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19421
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19421#respond
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 Anon 

MARCH 16, 2016 AT 10:36 AM 

I totally agree… But it’s not them it’s the voice in their heads that takes over. The voice has 

created this website.!!!! 

Reply 

 BH 

JUNE 3, 2016 AT 12:21 AM 

I agree with AmyaHope getting too the can be very danger and have serious life-lasting 

health repercussions. However, if you have consulted with your doctor and you both agree 

that it would be beneficial to lose a bit of weight there is no problem with that at all. You can 

talk to your doctor and consult a dietitian or nutritionist and they will support you and help 

you get to a weight that is right for you while keeping you healthy. 

Reply 

o Kimmy 

MARCH 15, 2016 AT 3:16 AM 

I need one too! Add me on kik: kmaryjanek 

Reply 

o Jenny 

MAY 12, 2016 AT 7:00 PM 

Are you on jawbone? I need encouragement too and failing terribly to loose weight! 

Reply 

o Sam 

MAY 15, 2016 AT 5:45 PM 

I could use an ana Buddy I need to lose weight Im 140 and I hate it i absolutely miss my old 

weight I used to be 115 but Im craving to be 90 or even 105 .-. But My mom just buys junk 

food and it doesnt help 

Reply 

 Lydia 

MAY 15, 2016 AT 11:23 PM 

Hi! I’m also looking for a pro-ana buddy. Need to lose weight fast! Can I hit you up if you’re 

up for it? 

Reply 

o No one 

MAY 18, 2016 AT 3:01 AM 

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19577
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19577#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-25269
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=25269#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19475
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19475#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-23622
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=23622#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-23816
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=23816#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-23863
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=23863#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-24030
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Why on earth would you post personal info as a phone number online?? Safety, much? 

Maybe your brain needs some of the calories your body is lacking…..smfh 

Reply 

4. Anainthedarkness 

MARCH 13, 2016 AT 4:57 PM 

Hi there! My mom is taking me to Cancun first class tickets all inclusive etc. and there’s 

going to be so much food. How do I avoid the food? Thanks. 

Reply 

o Tiffany 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 2:41 AM 

Fill yourself up with a shit tonne of water while you`re there. Before you eat anything (ask 

your mom is she wants some of your food or ask her to try it so you`ll have less to eat, also 

get smaller meals/servings) drink a full glass of water – just chug it down, or don`t put the 

glass down until all the water is gone- and drink water throughout the meal. Basically just 

bring water everywhere you go as it`ll fill you up and most likely put you off food because 

you feel full already. 

I`ve got a lot more tips+tricks – my kik is a.nah1973. (if you`ve got twitter or ig I can DM 

you  ) 

xxo 

Reply 

5. Liz 

MARCH 13, 2016 AT 5:59 PM 

I love this! I need this kind of inspiration in my life. Thanks so much! 

Reply 

6. Erika 

MARCH 13, 2016 AT 11:49 PM 

Guys, great news…. 

I’ve figured out how to fast properly. 

Just, while I was sitting at dinner, everything kind of clicked. Maybe it was how gross eating 

looks. Maybe it was how I was staring down at my fat stomach. Maybe it was the fact that I 

remembered that I had a beautiful bikini in my dresser just waiting to be worn. Or maybe I 

just wanted to be able to wear skinny jeans like the other girls in my school. 

But whatever it was, I found it. Now, I might end up eating a shit lode of pringles today 

(They are my fucking weakness DX), but for now, I’m fine with that. I’ll be getting them out 

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=24030#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19361
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19361#respond
https://plus.google.com/105116954361577545822
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19403
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19403#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19364
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19364#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19388
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of the way so I don’t have to worry about them later, and I have an insane craving for them. 

Thank you L, this blog is truly an inspiration. 

Reply 

o Tiffany 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 2:02 AM 

Same here! 

About 2 weeks ago something clicked for me and I just didn`t want to eat, and I felt 

completely fine with that. It`s been a little over 2 weeks and I haven`t had a single craving 

despite my house being full of shitty food. 

I don`t know what it was for me either but I think I just took time that one day and actually 

thought about how disgusting I`ll feel if I eat this or that, and how much harder it`ll be if I get 

fatter and I just didn`t want it. 

My trigger food was always chips but now I don`t even feel that tempted if they`re being 

offered to me. I just eat a few low cal crackers/thin rice cakes whenever I crave chips or 

something salty and I`m A-OK with it. 

But honestly I think that taking a few seconds to genuinely think before shoving pure shit in 

your mouth is a big key. Just think; How will I feel if I eat this, how will I look if I eat this? 

xx congrats + good luck 

Reply 

 Lext gray 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 2:59 AM 

You would look wayy better if you ate trust me!!!! (Please call for help (864)- 302-8118 ) 

please please!! Anorexia can lead to DEATH! AND IS SUPER UNHEATHY PLEASE EAT 

AND EAT RIGHT!!!!!!!! 

Reply 

 Erika 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 5:41 PM 

I’d rather die skinny than a fatass. 

Reply 

 fuck.off 

APRIL 2, 2016 AT 2:38 PM 

Would you rather have me go back to being fat? And endure all the bullying I went through 

before I joined Ana? Is that what you want? Just go back to having those kids call me names 

and beat me up? Because that would kill faster than Ana would. Ever since I joined her I’ve 

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19388#respond
https://plus.google.com/105116954361577545822
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19399
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19399#respond
http://none/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19405
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19405#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19442
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19442#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-20645
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gotten more friends and people actually like me! And now you’re saying you want us all to 

go back to being fat and getting bullied?? Please fuck off. 

Reply 

 No one 

MAY 18, 2016 AT 3:06 AM 

There’s more character in handling bullies than allowing them to control and drive you to self 

abuse. Simple minded people are usually the ones who end up darwin award nominees….just 

saying. 

Reply 

 twilightgirl33 

JULY 2, 2016 AT 5:37 PM 

So you’re succumbing to the bullies? Bullies do what they do because they’re sad and fucked 

up so they hurt others to get the result they want- others sad so they can feel better about their 

shitty lives by making yours miserable, and you’re letting them do just that. Chances are you 

weren’t even “fat”. Even if you were a little overweight, because that’s normal, you could 

have exercised and toned yourself. Endorphins make you happier. I have to say, bullies are 

the biggest component in your story, but starving yourself just to avoid bullies is not the 

answer. Learn to love yourself and be confident in your own skin. Don’t give bullies the 

satisfaction. I know that sounds easy to say but hard to do, but i’ve been where you are. Take 

care of your body because you only get one in this world. You can’t live a full life if you’re 

half a person. Xx 

 Be yourself 

AUGUST 3, 2016 AT 1:08 PM 

You dont have to be fat you need eat probably but health not anorexic 

Reply 

7. Diana 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 10:35 AM 

To all the people who keep slamming this site just get out if you don’t like it unless you truly 

do and your secretly looking for tips for yourself and your justifying your reason for being 

her by being here. Every one needs a place to go so boo go away. 

Reply 

o twilightgirl33 

JULY 2, 2016 AT 5:39 PM 

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=20645#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-24033
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=24033#respond
http://twilightgirl33.wordpress.com/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-27458
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-29733
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=29733#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19422
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19422#respond
http://twilightgirl33.wordpress.com/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-27460
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What you don’t realise is that the “slammers” are the people who are willing to help you. 

Starving yourself isn’t going to make anything better. Speaking from experience, it’s going to 

make you worse. I don’t believe that allowing others to make you weaker and skinner is 

“finding your place” 

Reply 

8. Miki Cohen 

MARCH 14, 2016 AT 6:02 PM 

ANA PLEASE HELP ME WHAT CAN I EAT AT THE AFTERNOON MY MOTHER 

FORCE ME TO EAT ALTHOUGH I DONT WANT IT 

orP ehT ,94:11 6102 ,31 ב מרץ-Ana Lifestyle Forever בתכ: 

theproanalifestyleforever posted: “Dear Skinny Ladies, 

When was the last time you didn’t buy something because you looked fat in it? Most people 

can say pretty recently. Trying on a cute dress in a store and realizing it just doesn’t look 

good on you because it’s clinging to your fat thig” 

Reply 

9. Kimmy 

MARCH 15, 2016 AT 3:13 AM 

Anyone looking for an Ana budy?? Add me on kik and we can keep each other on track! 

Kmaryjanek 

Reply 

o Jenny 

MAY 12, 2016 AT 7:04 PM 

I am!!! Desperately need help! 

Reply 

o Lindsay 

MAY 12, 2016 AT 7:13 PM 

I’m looking for buddies to help me loose weight, I’m so podge right now and have no 

discipline whatsoever! I’m on kik – l1ndsay32. 

Any motivation or encouragement welcome! 

Reply 

10. Emma 

MARCH 15, 2016 AT 5:43 AM 

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=27460#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19444
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19444#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19474
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19474#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-23624
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=23624#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-23625
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=23625#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19489
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Hey! I’m 17 and 160 pounds at 5’8″. I’m very new to Ana and I need help staying strong. If 

anyone can help me please message me on kik. I need to be thin. I need ana. Please help. 

My kik: dammitdolly 

Reply 

11. marililly7 

MARCH 15, 2016 AT 12:12 PM 

Hi 

im Mari Lilly 

new to Ana as well. iv dropped from 166 lbs to 125 lbs so far. Id love to hear about 

everyone’s journey and experiences. 

im sharing my journey on: 

https://skinnyblondieblog.wordpress.com/ 

Reply 

12. Anonymous 

MARCH 16, 2016 AT 10:27 AM 

Do you want to die? 

Reply 

o Anas.left.hand.girl 

APRIL 2, 2016 AT 2:35 PM 

Do you want to fuck off? 

Like seriously you fat ass dogs are annoying. 

Reply 

 No one 

MAY 18, 2016 AT 3:09 AM 

Is that all you’ve got?? Fuck off and name calling? You must really just hate yourself. You 

will never have the control you crave, and you will never look anything other than sickly. It’s 

a slow form of suicide. 

Reply 

 84_bodyconfidence_23xo. 

JULY 21, 2016 AT 2:03 PM 

Have u ever researched into anorexia and had a look in images? Can you even tell me for one 

second you want to look like that? Wow, this is sad. Dont you get what anorexia does to your 

body. Too pale, weak you dont have enough energy smell like vomit because of purging, can 

see your ribs you become very sensitive always in pain then you faint and have to go to the 

https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19489#respond
http://skinnyblondieblog.wordpress.com/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19501
https://skinnyblondieblog.wordpress.com/
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19501#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-19576
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=19576#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-20644
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=20644#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-24034
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/?replytocom=24034#respond
https://theproanalifestyleforever.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/looking-good/#comment-28764
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hospital. Then one in 5 people that are anorexic die. Because they dont get enough nutrients 

or energy. You have big clumps of hair falling out. If you want to lose weight fine but please 

go on a sensible diet and eat healthy food instead of staving yourself and you think its good 

for you but its not. Please I care for you x 

Reply 

 84_bodyconfidence_23xo. 

JULY 21, 2016 AT 2:04 PM 

How do you know they’re fat and not healthy weight or someone who used to be anorexic 

and now has chronic health problems? 

Reply 

13. marililly7 

MARCH 16, 2016 AT 2:48 PM 

Reblogged this on skinnyblondieblog. 

Reply 

14. adi 

MARCH 23, 2016 AT 10:14 PM 

I’m new to ana I need help to stay on track I’ve no self control I’m fat and in need of losing at 

least 50 pounds my weight right now is 180pounds and I’m 5ft6 please add me on oil 

adi20101 

Reply 

o adi 

MARCH 23, 2016 AT 10:15 PM 

It autocorrected I meant kik 

Reply 

15. Laurie Sanchez 

MARCH 30, 2016 AT 2:57 AM 

Hey guys, I’m pretty new to this and I wanted to find a buddy to do this with. 

I’m a 16 year old 250 lbs female (5’4″) and it is time for me to change radically. 

Kik me so we can support each other! 

Kik: LaurieProAna 

Reply 

16. Ella 

MARCH 30, 2016 AT 9:12 PM 
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I’m not ana but still very slim. Don’t you find that clothes don’t actually fit as they hang? 

Many brands don’t do small enough sizes for me. 

Reply 

17. Belle 

MARCH 31, 2016 AT 7:48 AM 

Hi friends, 

Looking for a pro Ana buddy? Someone who is like-minded to chat to. Adults only please, or 

groups! 

I’m 23, 

5’4 

CW: 128lb 

GW: 105 

LW:116 

Kik: bellesandseashells 

Xoxo, 

Belle. 

Reply 

18. Jack 

APRIL 10, 2016 AT 4:28 AM 

Okay girls so im a guy. And I feel compelled to help as many women as I can cos man i love 

you. Im not looking for a girl so it aint that, shit I’m guessing you all in America anyway, and 

well I’m not  maybe I wanna understand why women are so obsessed with weight, or 

something??.. but anyway. If you want to look good then you go girl i suppose  but that 

picture above is straight up ugly, for real. Now most guys don’t want super skinny boney 

chicks, its so wrong we just gotta put up with it cos its what YOU want. And it is what media, 

most magazines portray as ideal for women. But you ever heard of airbrush.. Rhetorical 

obviously. But you get my point, its unhealthy its unrealistic to be a skeleton, its not real and 

its not nice. Guys obviously like thinner girls, but katey perry thin not Paris hilton thin. 

Curves are sexy if we wanted straight lines we’d go for guys. My point is yeah be motivated, 

look good but keep some meat for goodness sake. Please!!? You, like everyone in some way 

have been fooled by media into an imposed option of what is right. If you starve yourself is it 

right, if you feel bad always is it right, you think loosing a couple pounds will change much_ 

unlikely, you think being hungry, judgmental of self constantly, unhappy with your 
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appearance is okay, its not. you gotta be proud of you, known your limits and look good not 

sick. Anna is sick, she won’t call a helpline cos she don’t wanna be preached to and I aint no 

preacher, I just care. Just because. If anyone wants to talk im here, maybe just help me 

understand perhaps? Lets see if we can come to a comprises, if not I won’t be sad I promise. I 

just don’t get it and sometimes think some of you don’t either. Mental illness is for real and 

you need some help, odds are strongly in favour of im not it! But im okay with that n wanna 

still try. Watch the movie thinspiration its rather indy and a bit lame I suppose but the 

message is undeniable. (Butterflyanna really wonder where you got that from!!) You could 

well die and sometimes you just need some one to help clear things up and put you in the 

right direction. A swim suit model always beats a fashion tv model, always!! Good luck yo 

peace  

Reply 

o Elizabeth 

APRIL 27, 2016 AT 10:14 PM 

Why do you enncourage women to look good just for the guys. We have to look good for 

OURSELVES first and then and only then for guys. I appreciate that you wanna help these 

girls, but it’s not like that. I’ve been through this, both through anorexia and through bulimia, 

I know what it’s like and I’m trying to help them, so if you want to encourage them find the 

right direction, just listen to them first and then decide what to say and there are guys who 

like straight lines and skinny bodies and are attracted to men actually and there’s nothing 

wrong with that, since you mentioned this too, just don’t make it sound like you don’t want 

them to be anorexic just because being too skinny is ugly, because I know it’s not what you 

meant, you just made it appear so. 

Reply 

 Be yourself 

AUGUST 3, 2016 AT 1:16 PM 

Be yourself and dont starve its not right 

Reply 

o Lindsay 

MAY 12, 2016 AT 7:19 PM 

I had a friend who was thinner than me and very anorexic, guys just b lined for her all the 

time! 

But your sentiments are sweet 
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Reply 

19. Tegan 

APRIL 16, 2016 AT 4:44 PM 

Im a new Ana. How do I train myself , to hide it, how can I become anorexic? How can I stop 

the temptation? 

I just want to be skinny, I want to have control on something in my life, I just was to feel like 

something. I want my family to stop calling me fat I just want to feel beautiful and accepted. 

Reply 

o Elizabeth 

APRIL 27, 2016 AT 10:15 PM 

You all think being anorexic takes a lot of guts, but it’s not true. I used to be anorexic for 2 

years and then bulimic for another 2 years and after my recovery I realised that what truly 

takes a lot of guts, is RECOVERING. You are just scared to grow up and face the obstacles 

that you think you can’t overcome, when in reality you can and you are trying to stay in this 

shell of hungary or binge-purging to maintain “childhood” by loosing the breast tissue and 

the ability to have a period. You may think this has nothing to do with your disease, but it 

has, I know what I am talking about and I saved myself. If you are strong enough, you will 

save yourself too, but if you are weak and cowards, then you’ll die within a few years max 

and guess what? When you die, your body’s gonna be 10 times heavier and it’s gonna lose all 

the beauty and no one’s gonna want to look at you when you are dead, everyone’s just gonna 

cry over you for losing you and leave you behind, but if you start eating healthy and stay 

alive, you will be more beautiful than ever and many people are gonna want you and love 

you. If you want to talk or maybe ask me something, please feel free to contact me via e-

mailliza.rival@yahoo.com because I care and you are not the only one suffering, I am too, 

but I am fighting and trying to win. You can too. Please contact me if you need anything. 

AnaMia is weakness, recovery is strength. You get to choose between these two, so make the 

right decison. I wish you all the best, just recover and live, because you can!  

Reply 

 Be yourself 

AUGUST 3, 2016 AT 1:17 PM 

I love the way you thinj and want to help people recover from your experience xx 

Reply 

20. Danielle weller 
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APRIL 25, 2016 AT 2:32 AM 

Help I need to loose 20lbs!! 

Reply 

21. Elizabeth 

APRIL 27, 2016 AT 9:53 PM 

You all think being anorexic takes a lot of guts, but it’s not true. I used to be anorexic for 2 

years and then bulimic for another 2 years and after my recovery I realised that what truly 

takes a lot of guts, is RECOVERING. You are just scared to grow up and face the obstacles 

that you think you can’t overcome, when in reality you can and you are trying to stay in this 

shell of hungary or binge-purging to maintain “childhood” by loosing the breast tissue and 

the ability to have a period. You may think this has nothing to do with your disease, but it 

has, I know what I am talking about and I saved myself. If you are strong enough, you will 

save yourself too, but if you are weak and cowards, then you’ll die within a few years max 

and guess what? When you die, your body’s gonna be 10 times heavier and it’s gonna lose all 

the beauty and no one’s gonna want to look at you when you are dead, everyone’s just gonna 

cry over you for losing you and leave you behind, but if you start eating healthy and stay 

alive, you will be more beautiful than ever and many people are gonna want you and love 

you. If you want to talk or maybe ask me something, please feel free to contact me via e-

mail liza.rival@yahoo.combecause I care and you are not the only one suffering, I am too, 

but I am fighting and trying to win. You can too. Please contact me if you need anything. 

AnaMia is weakness, recovery is strength. You get to choose between these two, so make the 

right decison. I wish you all the best, just recover and live, because you can!  

Reply 

22. Ash 

MAY 5, 2016 AT 4:28 PM 

Hey someone be my ana buddy  My kik is @ashaforrest I’m 15 ! I don’t care if you 

older or younger please help !!!  

Reply 

23. Lexi 

MAY 9, 2016 AT 6:32 PM 

This picture has definitely kept me motivated. Thanks! 

Reply 
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24. Lydia 

MAY 12, 2016 AT 6:04 PM 

I honestly can’t wait to be thin. Pro-ana has given me a will to live. Which reminds me, I was 

searching up thinspiration the other day and this came uphttp://www.thesisterjournal.com/40-

pictures-that-prove-that-bella-hadid-has-an-eating-disorder/ 

I didn’t know that Bella HADID was pro ana too. Can anyone verify ether this is true or not? 

Reply 

25. Lindsay 

MAY 12, 2016 AT 7:45 PM 

I’ve just weighed myself – 129lbs!!! 

I want to be 112lbs 

I’m 32 and need help, I am currently Bridget Jones!!! 

Please add me on kik – l1ndsay32 

Reply 

26. Emilee 

MAY 18, 2016 AT 3:49 AM 

Hi L. 

Can you please help me? I’m 12, and I recently (thank God) found Pro Ana. I have been 

dieting, fasting, and starving myself for about six months now. Doing this does make me feel 

a lot better, but there’s a problem. After a while of not eating, I get terrible migraines, black 

out, get extremely dizzy, and pass out. I don’t want to actually eat, but is there any way to 

trick my body into thinking that I am not starving? Thanks. 

Reply 

o BH 

JUNE 3, 2016 AT 12:55 AM 

No, your body is telling you that in needs sustenance, the only way to to that is to eat. You 

need to make sure your giving your body what it needs to survive. Your body is not stupid, 

there are countless hormones and systems that you can never outsmart. If you don’t eat 

properly your organs, including your brain, can fail and could potentially cause brain damage. 

When your organs fail they may not recover from the trauma, which could be fatal, meaning 

you die. I am not being dramatic nor am I giving you false information, these are facts. Help 

your body out, eat something. 

Reply 

o Be yourself 
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AUGUST 3, 2016 AT 1:20 PM 

I feel sorry for you at the age of 12. That is so bad forr your health as you are still growing 

Reply 

27. theperfectana 

MAY 19, 2016 AT 6:51 PM 

what if i begin with eating less than 500cals a day? is it too bad or can i keep it like that ? 

Reply 

28. Meagan 

MAY 23, 2016 AT 4:51 AM 

Thanks for posting this! Super encouraging! 

Reply 

29. Hope 

JUNE 1, 2016 AT 3:24 AM 

HELP. I’m 170 pounds 5’4 and I want to die. I got sent to a program and all they fed was fat 

foods and no exercise. Please help. 

Reply 

o Hope 

JUNE 1, 2016 AT 3:26 AM 

what kinds of diet pills and shit could I take? Anyone suggestions to drop as much as possible 

NOW?? 

Reply 

 BH 

JUNE 3, 2016 AT 12:59 AM 

Don’t take diet pills, that are a waste of money and time. If you want to get to a healthy 

weight go talk to a health professional and get yourself on a healthy plan. There is no miracle 

pill or miracle diet, the only way to get healthy is to BE healthy. 

Reply 

 twilightgirl33 

JULY 2, 2016 AT 5:52 PM 

75ish Kg’s at 5’4 sounds in the spectrum of normal to me. If you want to lose some weight, 

that’s fine. Do some exercise, get toned and drop a few kg’s. But BE HEALTHY. Being 

skinny will achieve nothing. Take care of your body. Pills and diets (most of them) just starve 

your body and your brain. The results will be the opposite of your intentions. 

Reply 
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30. Leah 

JUNE 9, 2016 AT 6:18 PM 

Okay so I’m new here and need an ana buddy i feel really good about this I use to be 120 and 

at this moment I’m 178 I NEED to get to 110! o i can feel beautiful again! 

Reply 

31. Maggie 

JUNE 15, 2016 AT 6:10 AM 

Hi everyone! Im Maggie. I have a Pro Ana group on kik. We welcome everyone!! Kik me at 

LipStick_Queen1999 to join! c: We have cleared inactives for room so hurry to get a spot! 

Reply 

32. Z 

JUNE 20, 2016 AT 1:23 AM 

Join our skinny girl cult http://goo.gl/do8VKP 

Reply 

33. Luriathin 

JUNE 23, 2016 AT 8:34 AM 

If you’re interested in joining our Ana group kik me @noctema for rules and access! Our 

group will be very strict, calorie reports every night and weight checks every friday. 

Reply 

34. Alicia 

JULY 7, 2016 AT 9:17 PM 

I wish they had her nice thighs in their stomach i am new to this and i am fat 

Reply 

35. John B 

JULY 12, 2016 AT 10:34 PM 

Hi, please visit Swedish pro ana tips site. http://proana.se 

Reply 

36. Luriathin 

JULY 14, 2016 AT 8:16 PM 

Want to join an ana group? Message me on kik @noctema. We have weight checks every 

Friday and calorie logs every night. I also offer coaching to members if requested 

Reply 

37. Luriathin 

JULY 22, 2016 AT 6:40 PM 
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Hello; I’m in need of an ana buddy/coach. My current stats are 

A: 14 

H: 5’3 

HW: 95 

CW: 90 

GW: 80 

UGW: 76 

I am currently consuming 700 Calories a day and lowering that my 100 calories each week. I 

eat normally for 6 days of the week and fast on the 7th. It is currently 11:37 Am as I am 

writing this. Please take advantage of the timestamp on this comment to see of we are in 

similar timezones. I live in the West Coast of the U.S. 

If you’re interested please contact me @noctema Be warned that I will be checking for 

perverts, and if I find out you happen to be one I’ll make sure to let everyone know. 

Reply 

38. W I S D O M 

JULY 24, 2016 AT 7:51 AM 

Just…Why..? 

What the hell has happened to you to think that this is okay..? 

This is an illness. 

There are starving people EVERYWHERE who eould literally kill another person in order to 

eat,and you CHOOSE to starve.To look good. 

Which you DONT look good i might add. 

Because the human brain is wired to a certain thickness. 

Its a nessesity for breeding. 

But you think “pro ana” is a legit good thing. 

THERE IS NOTHING good about being underweight.Its debateable with overweight but id 

say 230 is the drawn line. 

Being underweight can cause permenant damage and is just simply gross. 

Theres three kinds of thigh gaps. 

The triangle 

The thin space 

And the no meat on your thighs. 

You need help. 

You need to stop refusing food and learn to proportion. 
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Weight watchers can be used just to make sure you eat enough. 

Just get something please. 

If there are any young girls or boys reading this,please do NOT LISTEN TO WHAT THE 

MAKERS OF THIS WEBSITE HAVE TO SAY. 

This is something with a high mortality rate. 

“Keep starving” 

Thats just fucking sick. 

Im physically sick that people support Anorexia. 

This needs to stop now. 

Reply 

39. sindy 

JULY 28, 2016 AT 1:26 PM 

It’s one thing to inspire yourself to this unhealthy Lifestyle but it’s something much worse to 

inspire others to go through the same hell as you. I feel so sorry for you and everyone with 

this fucked up sickness. 

Wake up, delete this blog! You’re killing people! 

Reply 

40. XxbeautyXx 

AUGUST 2, 2016 AT 6:17 AM 

Guys im in need of a coach and or someone to help going to the doctor tomorrow dont wanna 

look like a fatass next to the skinny nurse help fast 

Age:13 

Current weight:180  

Goal:100/110 

plz help before next year ends 

Reply 

41. Maggie 

AUGUST 3, 2016 AT 12:38 AM 

Hi everyone! Im Maggie! I have a Ana kik group. if you like to join pm on kik at 

LipStick_Queen 1999. The’re 7 slots open so hurry and message me! 

Reply 

42. Be yourself 

AUGUST 3, 2016 AT 1:27 PM 
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God made you the right size, not anorexic. Starving yourself is bad for your body please get 

help  kik: chelseasly1 

Reply 
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